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PREFACE

The present report is concerned with one of the topics examined as part of the Pro-
gramme on Educational Building (PEB) which was set up in 1972 by the OECD Council at the
request of a number of Member countries. In most of these countries major changes have
occurred over the past twenty years in both the structure arid form of education and continue
to occur as education neuesSal'ily adapts to new social, economic and demographic develop-
ments. As a result school building is always under pressure. not only to provide the right
kind of buildings for evolving educational purposes, but to provide them where they are most
needed (in the light of urban renewal arid growth) and, in particular to provide enough build-
ings -vithin limited budgets arid within a limited time.

The principal objective of the Programme on Educational Building is to reinforce the
efforts made by participating, countries to surmount these presstires. One way by which this
objective is pursued is through the analysis and evaluation of concrete country experience in
specific and clearly identified areas of interest. Such analyses, of which the present report
is typical, form the basis for future progress not by treating technical issues in isolation but
by so relating thorn to educational, economic and institutional issues an to offer guidelines
for' the cornprehensive policies which effective investment in school building demands.

Because industrialised production in general has been so successful in responding to
pressures of cost arid time it it/natural to expect similar benefits from the industrialisation
of building production. Many Lkchitects have shared this expectation from the earliest
decades of this century. And many policy-makers, faced with an urgent need for building in
quantity have likewise assurned that industrialised building would be-the obvious answer to
their' problem's. Others are more sceptical of the likely' advantages. But to either, the po-
tential increase in productivity which industrialisation ran represent is riot to be disregarded.
Thus itis to` rolicy-makers that this report is primarily addressed. But it is of importance
also to all who may be concerned to see that educational interests arid functions are riot sub-
merged in the requirements of modern MUSS production arid mass marketing. Through itni
analysis of the lessons to be learned from the detailed study of a series of specific examples,
the report documents the advantages arid limitations of the various alternatives which policy-
makers will need to balance making choices best suited to their national eireurnstancea.
More than that it indicates the conditions which policies need to provide if industrialised
building is to contribute successfully to overall educational objectives.

The report is published under the responsibility of the Secretariat which wishes to ex-
press its particular appreciation to the author of the report, Professor Guy Oddie, Senior
Advisor to the Programme.
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Chapter /

ORIGINS, OBJECTIVES AND WORKING METHOD

ORR; INS AND 011 JECT IVES

paugers from pollution, forecasts
that important energy and mineral resour-
ce!!.; may soon be .exhinisted, varnings
against the destr'ut'ion of ocsilog,ical 'balance,
together with a troubled conscience conivro-
Inv, the Third World have recently led many
people to fear inclustrialisation and to fool
uneasy about the benefits they continue to
enjoy from it. But the material benefits
from industrialisation, by which the expe-
tation and quality of life have so much been
improved, are not 1w lightly undervalued;
and because inclustrialination has been
slower and less marked in building than in'
other furm of production, the prospect of
benefits; from the greater use of industrial-
ised methods 1CtIlilitlf-; tempting, Since the
most important benefit that industrialisation
has conferred is that a greater demand for
goods can be satisfied, it is natural that
the universal incroane in demand for edura-
tnni with its connequent demand for building,
should particularly look to industrialised
building, methods for its satisfaction.

What, however, in meant by indun-
trialined building, what are itn character-
istics" What is the real nature of the bene-
fit!: it can bring and what the imagined'
What are the particular needs, if any, of
school building as opposed to those of buiPd-
mg in gneral') What are the quantitative
unplications of educational demayar What
kind of policies and achninintratIv arrange-
morns are needed 1f such potential an indus-
trialised building may offer I to be real-
ised"' The investigation vhich has culmi-
nated in the present report wan originated
as an attempt to Ciiricover what an oWert; call
be 1.11, yell to th0FIV quo !thooti.

Neither the investigation nor the re-
port WP re xported to provide a rumprehon-
nive review of all alternative forms of in-
dustrialised building, still lens an evalua-
tion to establish some carder of merit - such
1.)11jectives would have 1)0011 inconsistent with

daft.noticers in national circumstances,
ar w-ell as with the enourcen available for

7

the investigation. The principal objective
was to clarity for policy-makers the consid-
erations involved in using industrialised
building methods to best advantage with
respect to educational needs and to national,
financial and administrative circumstances.

INDUSTRIALISED SYSTEN1S THE BASIS
OF STUDY

4, The investigation started from an
assumption - which wan afterwards con-
fimed - that degrees (.4 indwArtalil,atifm
varied widely from one sector ut building to
another, but that, hfle th(. pry( Ise meaning
of "induntrialtsed" was open to dispute; a
number of Nelf-contained "kits of parts"
exinted which were commonly acknowledged
to merit the title of "industrialised building
systernn". The OECD therefore gathered
together a small team of consultants, in-
cluding architects, an educationist and a
building economist, to look at npenvnta-
tive examples; of such nystemn and the cir -
cumntarires of their use, with a remit to
look more widely if the need arose,

SELECTION OF SYSTEMS FOR STUDY

The selection of examples took ac-
count of throe considerations. One wan to
study industrialised building in an many
rnurltrien an were necessary to reveal the
effects of different national circumstances
- to which end systems were examined in
Denmark, .France, Italy, Switzerland, the
United Kingdom and, beyond Europe, in
Canada and the United Staten. Secondly,
examples should be drawn from the private
as well an the public sectors, in both of
which nysteint; were known to have origi-
nated, Finally, it was expected that the
characteristics of systems-; and thoir'applica-
tion might vary according to the approach
taken by their originators, In the private



sector the approach would naturally be domi-
nated by commercial interests which might
or might not conflict with the objectives of
educational building. Public originators,
with no commercial interest, would proba-
bly differ nevertheless in what they per-
ceived as the key to success.
6. Across both sectors the various ap-
proaches might in turn be dominated by
factors which included the following:

a) an interest in expanding sales of a
key product - for example steel or
concrete in the form of structural
components;

b) commercial exploitation of the
originator's design, management,
fabrication or construction skills;

c) a conviction that the key to suc-
cess lay in the maximum use of
prefabrication.

d) confidence in the value of capital-
intensive site assembly methods;

e) belief that educational purposes
demand the use of heavy construc-
tion for acoustic or other reasons;

f) recognition that the system must
be capable of assembly by sma
scale construction firms;
a policy of placing maximum re-
sponsibility for design in the
hands of manufacturers so that
production techniques may be
used to best advantage.

7. With all then(' considerations in mind
members of the PEB Steering Committee
(consisting of official representatives of the
sixteen countries then participating in the
Programme - Australia and New Zealand
having joined later) advised the Secretariat
on the systems which should be taken as ex-amples. In the event, these systems did
not correspond precisely with all the varia-
tions of approach which have just been de-
ocribed. Indeed they revealed different
approaches from those that had been tenta-
tively assumed; and in addition they formed,
oo to speak, observation platforms from
which other'systems, with other ap-
proaches, came to be discerned, an well as
attempts to improve the effectiveness of
school construction which proved worth
attention, but which in the end seemed to
lie outside a supportable definition of "in-
dustrialised building". All in all, the ex-
amples can be regarded an broadly repre-
sentative of the range of institutional ar-
rangements, procurement procedures and

8

technical solutions which are typical of in-
dustrialised building.

SELECTED SYSTEMS

8. The following examples were selected
for study.

a) FYNSPLAN (Denmark)

This system was promoted jointly by munici-
pal and county education authorities on the
island of Fyn in response to incentives pro-
vided by the central Ministry of Education
to encourage the use of industrialised build-
ing. These incentives were offered in order
to remedy the failure of the "traditional"
building industry to meet the demand for
more school accommodation; as a subsidiary
element there was also a desire for impro-
ved educational standards. The system was
designed by a group of private architectural
and engineering firms. the principal fea-
tures of the system (see note at end of this
paragraph) are a heavy pre -cast concrete
frame on a module of 3. 60m spanning up to
10.80mwith floor-to-floor height of 3. 50m
and capable of three-storey construction.
Upper floors and roofs (either flat or
pitched) are of pre-cast concrete slabs, and
several alternatives may be used for ex-
ternal walls. Stabilising cores are used for
every 4001112 of floor area.

b) COIGNF(F ranee)

This system, like the BALLOT system out-
lined below, is characteristic of those used
in France for school building. During the
1960s educational re-structuring and an in-
creasing school population led to a demand
for new construction which traditional build-
ing methods could riot satisfy. The Ministry
of Education therefore inotituted its Con -
cours Conception/Construction (Design/
Build Competitions) in order to encourage
builders to collaborate with architects and
engineers in devising alternative construc-
tional methods; The COIGNET system, one
of many which either resulted from or were
madified to suit the Concouro, is of heavy
con .rote construction, with a planning mo-
dule of 1.80in and a normal span of 7.20m
between load-bearing internal walls, but
with a maximum span of 9. 00m. tipper
floors, roofs and external walling are all
of reinforced concrete.

8



c) BALLOT (France)

With origins similar to those of QOIGNET,
the BALLOT system is also of heavy rein-
forced concrete but with a structural frame
of columns at 7,20m in both directions,
Prefabricated timber panels ran be used as
an alternative to concrete for external walls.
Lightweight partitions on a planning grid of
0,90rn may be demountable and combine with
the structural frame tu'offer some flexibility
in the arrangement of teaching space. The
system can be used to build the maximum
number of storeys permissible for French
school buildings.

d) FEAL (Italy)

This 'system was designed by a private com-
pany which was originally - as its name
FEAL implies - concerned with making
ferrous and aluminium products such as
windows and modular partitions. The corn-
pany saw in the promotion of a building sys-
tem a means of widening the outlet for its
products and diversifying its commercial
activities. Based on the principle of steel-
framed' construction and the cu- ordinatio
of other components on modular dimen-
sions, the details of components and mate-
rials used and the extent to which they are
pre-fabricated vary considerably according
to the class of building required by a par-
ticular customer and the locality where it
is required. The company has marketed
the Fi ystern for hospitals and offices as well
as for schools and for use in, for example,
Germany and Czechoslovakia as well as in
Italy. The company's interest in school
construction was stimulated by the Italian
government which, in supPorf-of the 1960
educational reform and the national need to
Speed sithool construction, allocated large
funds for experimental projects in this field,

e) CROCS (Switzerland)

The name of this.tixtrtern derives from the
Centre de R6alisation et d'Organisation in
Constructions Scolaires - in essence a
group of private architects commissioned
by the municipality-o-c-Lausaraia.in under to
study the municipality's school building
needs and how best to meet them over the
decade following 1965. After a detailed
study of local educational requirements the
Centre concluded that the needs would best
be met by a standard industrialised system
developed for use in all the Schools re-
quired - which, in_fact, numbered only ten
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(containing 175 classrooms) - but which
could be used elsewhere in Switzerland.
The system itself has a steel-framed struc-
ture dimensioned in bays of 7, 80rn x 7,80m,
7.80m x 5,40m and 5, 40m x 5,40 m, Pre-
cast concrete slabs are used for upper
floors and corrugated steel panels for roofs,
while pre-cast concrete panels and alumi-
nium windows form the external cladding.
Internal partitions are independent of the
structural columns and include lightweight
demountable versions,

f) CLASP (United Kingdom)

This system takes its name from the initials
Of the Consortium of Local Authorities
Special Programme, The Consortium was
formed in 1957 to exploit the potential for
attracting the co-operation of component
manufacturers and for obtaining more
favourable prices by means of bulk pur-
chase which was thought to be offered by the
industrialised building system designed ori-
ginallyginally by one f the authorities,
Nottingharnst re County Council. This ori-
ginal system was one of a number which had
been developed in the United Kingdom as an
alternative to "traditional" building methods
and organisaticin, which were unable to keep
pace with the demand for school construc-
tion occasioned by a rising school popula-
tion and the demands of nationally instituted
reforms in education; but its particular at-
traction toother local authorities lay in its
unique advantages in oyercoming.problems.
of mining subsidence. Subject since its in-
ception to continuous technological develop-
ment it remains a lightweight system based
on a cold-rolled steel frame, In its latest
version (1972) Steel decks are used for roof
construction and pre-cast concrete panels
for upper floors and, as one alternative of
several, for the external walls. Columns
may be located anywhere on a 0. 90m x
0,90rn grid with a maximum span of 18,00m
for roofs and 9,00m for upper floors. Max-
imum number of stories is six, except on
Mites liable to mining subsidence, where it
is four., Designed originally for school
buildings, the System has been further de-
veloped for use in multi-storey university
lab9ratories, and has been used also for
hospital, residential and community build-
ings, Using the Same underlying principles,
the system has been applied in a number of
other European countries France,
Germany, Hungary and Portugal - but usual-
ly with substantial modification to suit local
requirements,



gi METHOD (United Kingdom)

Developed by another consortium of local
authorities, mainly in the Southwest of
England, this system is described by its
sponsors as a rationalised traditional" sys-
tem which concentrates on the dimensional
co-ordination of a wide range of alternative
c.omponents rather than on prefabrication
or dry assembly, as does CLASP, The-re
are three types of load-bearing structure;
load-bearing brick walling, steel frame, and
reinforced concrete. The consortium has
stanclardiseQ the frinne, upper !loot's, roof
and roof - lights, staircases, external walls,
windows and suspended ceilings: The roof
is a steel deck, upper floors are concrete,
and external iiatls may be either brickwork
or panels of timber or concrete. As with
CLASP, the system is widely used for a
variety of buildings.

hi SEE (Canada)

Late in 1965 the Metropolitan Toronto
School Hoard instituted a project entitled
Study of Educational Facilities, With finan-
cial and mural support from the Ontario
Department of Education and the Educational
Facilities Laboratories in New York City,
this study set out to estimate the nature
and direction of the changes facing the pub-
lic educational system in Metropolitan
Torunto... to recommend the kinds of
school building facilities required to accom-
modate educational needs in the present and
future, and to develop a buiiding system
which would satisfy these requirements."
The building system eventually developed,
the SEE sy was intended "to apply
more effectively the principles of modular
construction in the achievement of greater
flexibility of interior design" and to reduce
the cost of school building construction to
provide hotter value for expenditure in
terms of function,' initial cost, environment,
arid maintenance." The system,is of inte-
rest principally because of the novel rela-
tionships established between the designers
of the'system (in the Technical Directorate
of SEE) and designers of the components (in
producing organisations), and because of
innovations in tendering procedures. The
major technological features of the system
result from the emphasis on provision for
future change: demountable and relocatable
internal partitions, a method of artificial
lighting which is integrated with a suspended

o ceiling uniform throughout the resulting
buildings, and an ai -conditioning system
the inlets and outlets of which can be

repositioned as changes are made in the in-
ternal space arrangements. Associated
with the system is also a o-ordinated range
of mobile equipment and furniture,
One aim of the SEE system was that each
element or sub-system, such as the lighting,
ceiling should be capable of use in applica-
tions outside the SEE system itself. In the
United, States the consultant team visited
three school building authorities (Detroit,
Albany and Boston) where such sub-system
had been incorporated into derivations from
the SEE system,
Note All the examples outlined in this para-

graph were examined by the consul-
tant team in the course of the year
1972, Further technical-development
has continued in most ofothe systems
since then, but the essential charac-
teristics which led to their selection
have not materially changed.

MAIN STUDY

9, Examples having been selected, the
consultant team embarked on studies of each
case which were rfa-sed on available documen-
tation (whi,ch sometimes included evaluation
reports), on visits to buildings (not invari-
ably schools) constructed in the system, and
on interviews and meetings. Interviews and
meetings were held with system agencies
(that is to say, the agencies, private or pub-
lic, responsible for initiating and designing
the system, financing or otherwise managing
its development, arid for selling it or for
otherwise encouraging its use); with school
building agencies (that is, the authorities
with dirpct responsibility for letting building
contracts) arid, where appropriate, with
other units of government, national or re-
gional, associated with school construction;
arid with the architects, building firms and
educationists concerned with the design,
construction and use of buildings where the
system in question had been applied.
10. The purpose of these studies was to
examine:

a) the origins of the system and the
approach taken by its originators;

b) the reasons that led school build-
ing agencies to adopt the system;

c) the quality and other harateris-
tics of the finished product - in
other words, of buildings con-
struted in the ,iyi.-iterti;

10
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the costs of using the system,and
how they compared with the costs
nt using alternative ine.thrls;
the consequences for constructum
time and the possibility of time-
saving by comparison with tither
inettinds;
experience if evaluation and de-
velopment techniques;
building procurement practices
an:pc:rated with using the system.
In thewvent, the studies also
brought to light the effect on in-
dustrialised building resulting
t nun the riationshipn between
economic, industrial and financial
circumstances and the procue-
ment connideratirms consequent
on them.

le FOLLOW-I 1' SF! DIES

11. At the onclunioo of the main ntudy
of selected. examplen a preliminary report
wan darafted by an architect crumultarit in the
team, Mr. Francencn (;nerchi-Bun one,
and circulated an a banin for wider dirnic

at the OECD Symponium on School
Building and Educational Change held at
Buxton, England, in October 1973 (1).
Thin revealed the need for further study and
conuideratino of complexities which had not,e,
been fully appreciated at the outraat of the -

activity and a inflow-up inventigation wan
then conducted by another consultant archi-
tect, Mr. .1, Maxwell Anderson, now Dean
of Ar chitecture at the Enivernity of Manitnba,
Canada. Reprol from the latter nhed fur-
the u...=;eful light on the topic which wan then
examined once again by the Original cormul-
tant team, by permanent members of the
Secretariat and by the Senior Adviner to the
Programme.

PRESENT REPOBI' AND AETIjoBSHIp

12. The present report in largely the out-
come of thin re-examinatinn. Ilnwever,
while every attempt hat; been made through-
out to weigh the accumulated evidence an

I) Eric Pearson, School Buildiml and Edu-
cational (*liange, OECD, Parin, 1-97!1,

objectively its possible, some degree of sub-
jer tive judgement has been unavoidable,
This 4r-i partly due to the prefienee of quali-
tative aspects, pavely to the difficulty, in
some canes, of tracing clear records of
contn and cnnstution times, and partly to
problems of comparison which are explained
in the chapter; which follow. An a conne-
quejice, individuals in the team mayelliffer
'in the erffirrianis each would give to the many
inntlin dealt with, just an each differs in the
expertine and personal experience he has a
contributed. Furthermore, the study has
overlapped with others included in the Pro-
gratrim on Educational Building: one curl-
(1'1111'd to stir The But1rltng Implications of the
Multi-Option School 12), another with Pro-
viding, for Future Change (3), arid a third
with hoititutional Arrangernenti (4); and evi-
dence emerging from thete ether activities
an they firogrenned hat: been noticed by the
Secretariat an pertinent to the rinclunimin
which can be drawn. It in therefore the
Senior Advirier to the Programme, Profen-
nor Guy ()Mb'', who has had the renponuibil-
ity of interpreting the findings; of the invn-
tigation in the light of thin wider evidence

, and who in Ow author of the present report,

13, Reference war-, made in paragraph 4
to the initial assumption that, whatever
alternative meanings; might be attached to
"indontri,alined building, iniluntrialiried
building nytiterne were commonly acknow-
ledged to merit the epithet. Chapter II
examinen.the rharacterinticn of induntiali-
nation in general, ,,,and induntrialised
building in partioNlar, Theta, characterin-
tics, it in argued, not only justify the an-
Gumption but, more than that, tiuggent that
induutrialination in no Inuch a feature of all
modern building rnethodu that only hr the
existence of nyntemn can induutrialined
building be dirstinguirihed from building in
general.

2) Jean Ader, Impliatiorm of_ the
ti -Option School, OECD, Parin, 19.15,

3) Providin for Future ('Iran *e: Ada rtahilit
n ity '

to be pub!

4) Information Leaflet N Inntitutirmal
Vrrangernents for School Building': by
Noel Lindnay, Programme on Educa-
tional Building, OECD, July 1975,



14, Chapter II a 11,,,e )111t !.; out that, by its
nature, any industrialised building sy-,terri
irripos,es some lirnitations,on the form and
character of the buildings for which
used, Such limitations would be una-cept-
able %vithout offsetting compimnations; no inChapter III an account in given of the benefit:;
which have in practice been obtained, At thename time, the !.-itudies nuggest that the trend
towards industrialisation in search of such
benefits could in fact represent a danger un-
less a conscious and positive effort in; madeto ensure that the particular needs of educa-
tion are properly met.
15. The first of these needu in clearly for
buildings of the kind and quality which °
makes them effective instruments in educa-
tional practice. Chapter IV therefore ana-
lyses trends in educational practice with
respect to their building *, implications and
!;() identifies some of the criteria which in-
dustrialised building syntems should meet.
ICI. In Chapter V further criteria for
building synterns are indicated by consider-
ation of the strategic needs of education.
'I here the needs which demand not only
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the right kind and qualip' of budding but
-demand building,s in sufficient quantity with-
in limits of time and cost oonsistent with
planned expansion or renewal of the stock of
suluNI fiuildang.
17, If industrialised buildinv, systems are
to meet' the criteria identified arid their po-
tential benefits realised, a number of condi.-
tions have to he met in the processes by
which school buildings are specified and
purchased and in the arrangements made
for the development of systerus and the pro-
duction of their components. thapter VI
deals with these conditions end the ritypn
taken to meet them in the elaunplet; studied,
111, The nature of industrialised building
;;y:-;terns; in such that their nurcet;:Jul unp
hall depended on Natirifactory relationnhipt;
between the many decision-malting elementr;
concerned with educational building. Chap-
ter VII identifier-) thete elements and exam-
iner; preferable ways of inter-relating them,
taking due account of variations of govern-
mental structure encountered in partici-
pating countries, (limiter VIII suminunflea
the conclunions reached an a result of the Q

activiPy an; a whole,



Chapter II

THE CHARACTERISTICS
OF INDUSTRIALISED BUILDING

STANDARD PRODUCTS AND
PREFABRICATION

19. Industrialisation connotes production
by means that use machines in preference
to manpower, and which concentrate both
machines aid such manpower as remains
essential (usually in factories) so that they
can be constantly employed in an even flow
of production. Industrialisation also con-
notes a product which is produced in quan-
tityrather than singly and 'which conforms
to a repeatable standard of both form and

'quality.
20. If these are accepted as its 'connota-
tions, industrialisation has occurred in the
production of building components ever
since machinery replaced manpower in the
manufacture of bricks and tiles, and in-
creasingly since then in the production of
doors, windows, floor beams, wall panels,
structural components and so on. For de-
cades in the course of this development such
components were.torporated into build-
ings which were othAikise4site fabricated
and this was no more ,than an extension of
"traditional" building methods. The initia-
tive for designing and making such compo-
nents lay with the producers themselves,
who had only two criteria in mind: tri widest
aiarket appeal and economy of pros ttion.
Mit as the trend proceed d thr- hold was
reached where' the initiative as taken up by
those building designers (either associated
with producers or with purchasing clients}
who believed that the building (as opposed .
to the manufacturing) process might be im-
proved by the use of products not yet avail-
able on the general market, and who sought
to maximise'the use of standard products in
order to maximise the efficiency of the
building assembly process. At this point
"industrialised building" began to emerge
as a separately identifiable concept and as a
distinct alternative to the "traditional".
21. Even in the assembly process itself,
powered machinery like cranes and hoists,

as well as labbur-saving powered tools,
have increasingly been used from the
introduction of steam power onwards. But
site use of labour-saving power is no more
than the extension of principles of leverage
and gearing that have so characterised as-
sembly over the centuries as to blur rather
than define the concept of industrialised
building if the use' of power is to be its sole
distinguishing feature.
22. Some builders, however, have sought
to make site operations even more capital-
intensive by using powered machinery not
only for assembly or for the bulk mixing and
placing of concrete, but alsb for the site pro-
duction of components. They have done so
particularly in order to replace(slow and
labour-intensive bricklaying by casting large
concrete components in what are effectively
factories, but located on site. Again the
result has come to be recognised as suffi-
ciently distinct from traditional building to
merit the term "industrialised".
23. As with industrial production in gen-
eral, the components resulting from this
extension of it are standardised in bolh
form and quality. In addition, like those
made in off-site factories, these components
are fabricated in their final form before
being plated imposition - in short they are
prefabricated even though they are site pro-
duced. Thus industrialised building' is clos-
ely associated with prefabrication even if
prefabrication need not be synony ous with-
off-site production.

`STANDARDISP SYSTEMS
f

24. The use of coinponents'which in this
sen$,e are prefabric4ted is not in itself suffi-
cient to constitute whatis commonly reco-
gnised as "industrialised building" unless
they are used on a scale distinguishably
larger than in the " traditional" case. When
standardised components are, in fact, used
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on a scale large enough to make the distine-
tion perceptible they meet a requirement
which further characterises industrialised
building. Each component must be not only
effective for its own particular functions, it
must also be designed to fit in (or interface)
with other standard componen.ts performing
other functions. In other words all compo-
nents must be mutually compatible, although
in some cases the interfacing may be made
easier by interposin special (i.e. non-
standard) components between the standard
ones. Whole walls (i'acluding windows and
doorways), roofs, flos and supporting
structure, and someti s internal parti-
tions, ceilings and other lements thus come
to be composed of components which, by
virtue of their compatibility, form part of a
system. Likewise whole walls, roofs, sup-
porting structure and other elements are
made to interface and so constitute sub-
systems of a larger system.

25. Where the word "system" isJnore
than'a synonym for "method" it means'a
relationship of interdependent parts".
this sense any completed building may
regarded as a system. In "traditional"
building the relationship of the parts is d
termined as the design of the building as a
whole proceeds, so that the relationship is
unique and particular to the building in
question. But since industrialised building
demands the useOf standard repetitive and
mutually compatible components the rela-
tionship by which they interface with each
other must also be standardised and repeti-
tive. The system as a whole, not just its
components, is standard. Thus, a further
distinguishing feature of industrialised
building is that the range of constituent
parts and the manner of inter-relating the

. remain constant for all buildings constructed
in the system, and each such building must
conform to the discipline of inter-relation-
ships which has been determined before the
building itself is designed.

26. Apa.rt from mobile homes, caravans,
or very small hut-scale buildings, we Can
find no example which consists exclusively
of standardised components or of a standard
system. The most compelling reason is
that every site is unique in some respect or
other, and therefore those components which
interface with the ground, with site services
or other site features are bound to be par-
ticular to the site in question. Additionally,
either for ease of fit or for, economic rea-
sons, the disadvantages of standardisation
may outweigh the advantages. Nevertheless,
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any building recognisable as "industrialised"
will be constructed to a dominant extent by
means of standard systems or sub-systems,
that is to say to an extent where the systems
or sub-systems constitute the jor limita-
tion on the alternative forms tht buildings
incorporating them can take.

DEFINITION OF INDUSTRIALISED
BUILDING

27. We can noW see that industrialised
and traditional building have so many fea
tures in common - standardisation, pre-
fabrication, the use of powered tools - that
the features which distinguish them are hard
to identify, subtle and partly a question of
degree. Nevertheless if all the issues which
have been analysed are taken together it
seems possible to hazard the following defi-
nition:

"Industrialised building (as opposed
to alternate methods) means the con-
struction of buildings by the use of
pr.g-determinecl, standard systems or
sub-systems of mutually compatible
pre-fabricated standard components
to an extent where they impose the
major limitation on the range of alter-
native forms that any single building
may take."

LIMITATIONS IMPOSED

o

28. lad buildings can result whatever
system,- industrialised or otherwise - is
used. 'Sorne.standard systems are so limit-
ing that they can produce nothing but crude
and inadequate buildings; and even sophis-
ticated systems, if mishandled by inept de-
signers, pan result in buildings which fall
far short of the desirable. Nevertheless,
we have found many schools built from
standard}vykstems which, either functionally
ob aesthetically, are in no way inferior to
the most sophisticated of those built by
alternative methods. Thus while systems
vary widely in the limitatidns they impose,
there is no reason why a particular system ,

can not be so designed that it in no way re-
stricts the production of buildings of a desir-
able kind d'r quality.
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29. Since the,,main work leading to this
report was undertaken, a number of serious
fires have occurred in buildings constructed
in industrialised building systems. The
number has not been large but lives have
been lost. 1s a result public anxiety has
been aroused over the possibility that using
industrialised building systems increases
fire dangers. Although individual buildings
using standard systems have been criticised
for defects contributing to fire dangers, no
evidence has come to light which in any way
suggests that industrialised building systems,
as such, need be inferior, as concerns fire,
to more conventional alternatives.
30. While it is conceivable that an excep-
tionally talented architect, given sufficient
time, money and other favourable circum-

', stances, may yet produce a better school by
alternative methods, nothing inherent in in-
dustrialised building need prevent the same
architect from developing a standard system
by which equal results could be obtained. At
the same time, it can not be denied that by
their nature standard systems limit the
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choices open. to designers of individual
buildings in terms of dimensions and in
terms of the components available in the
standard range.
31. This inherent limitation on choice
may be seen as a disadvantage of industrial-
ised building. Indeed, that it has been seen
as such is evident from the resistance to it
displayed bymany architects which we have
noticed in our investigations. This resis-
tance and, whether imagined or real, this
disadvantage, have terminated several
ventures in industrialised building. Never-
theless, many ventures have flourished, and
sorn.e, partiCularly in England, have flour-
ished to an extent that in many localities
they have for more than a decade entirely
replaced non-industrialised methods in the
field of school building. The starting point
for our investigation was therefore to exam-

ine the benefits acj ruing from industrialised
building which have made its limitations
acceptable, and which furthermore, may
have stemmed from the limitations them-
selves.



Chapter III

BENEFITS, DANGERS AND OPPORTUNITIES

32, At first sight it might seem reason-
able to expect that the use of industrialised
building systems for school building is
cheaper and quicker than the use of alterna-
tive methods. To this expectation no gener-
al or direct confirmation can be given. Con-
firmation will reflect what is meant by
"cheaper and quicker'', It will depend partly
on the system itself but also on the arrange-
ments which school building agencies can
make for obtaining the buildings they need
and above all on prevailing conditions of sup-
ply and demand within the building industry
concerned. la

CAPACITY OF TIME BUILDING INDUSTRY

33, Only in two countries of the OECD,
France and the Urilted Kingdom, can indus-
trialised building systems be discerned as
at all dominant in school construction, al-
though the VEAL system, originating in
Italy (1), has been widely used in that country
and in others. In each of these countries
industrialised building systems owe their
origin and development mainly to the inabil-
ity of the conventional industry to meet all
the demands placed upon it,
34./ The United Kingdom was the first of
these countries where such over-str&ching
of the industry became . evident, In the late
1940's the need for a rapid increase in hous-
ing to make good the back-log of war, for
new factories, and for schools both to serve
new. housing areas and to accommodate the
extra flUmberH occasioned by a raised
school-leaving age, all imposed a heavy de-
mand. At the same time the building indus-
try was suffering from a shortage of skilled
bricklayers and plasterers after a war in
which few had been trained and those already

trained had been diverted, as had carpenters
and joiners, if not into military service, then

1) FEAL, is orpy one of a number of 'systems
used in Ita , where industrialimid build-
ing, if riot orninant, at least contributes
substantial br to school construction.

into areas of production more important in,
war-time than building. Since then, wages
arid working conditions in building have be-
come progressively less attractive compared
with those elsewhere, so that the Original
post-war impetus has been maintained.
Although France and Italy did not feel the
strain immediately after the war their rapid
economic expansion eventually produced a
similar effect. In all cases the industrial-
ised building systems have significantly alle-
viated the consequent problems, but they
have done so less as a substitute for conven-
tional building than as an addition to the po-
tential of the building industry'
35. In this sense, of course, industrial-
ised tuilding can be said to increase the to-
tal rate of output beyond what would 1w pos-
sible without it. Brit what can riot 1w esta-
blished from direct evidence is whether, for
any individual building, industrialised sys-
tems offer advantages in construction time
over conventional alternatives wherk the
latter are'unhandicapped by labour iThortageti 4
or other consequences of overload. The
reason I f that in such a situation there is no
incentive to develop or use industrialised
building systems, on grounds of speed, since
if school construction is fast enough' there is
no need for it to be faster. This may be one
reason, although others will be apparent
from paragraph 42 below, why despite well-
publicised initiatives, industrialised building
systems do riot dominate school construction
in the United States or Canada, where high
building wages are a powerful incentive to -
efficient management with high capital in-
vestment behind each site workman. Admit-
tedly, even in the United Kingdom, there are
some regions where conventional building,
rationalised and well-managed, continues to
maintain the required output, side by side
with other regions where industrialised
building systems have been in sole use for
many years, But this can be attributed to a
-number of causes, including the possibility
that the continued success .of conventional
building is largely attributable to the relief
afforded to the construction industry by the
use of systems inthe adjoining regions.

47



'Xe,,Artheless, ni.e have no evidence that ad-
antags of speed have el' led indUStr1:11-

1St(1 blilldIng s,.,-.ttIIIS to replace alternative
methods IA here these have remained 1.s'ithin
the industrv's capacity, IA e are thus led to
conclude that the prime justification for the
use ot industrialised building systems is the
inability of the- building industry to meet de-
mand vitli,in them, Thus the first benefit
from the use of industrialised building sys-
tems 1- the extension of then building indus-
rv's potential.

3h, For school building or for any other
_,o' of demand %%linen the industry ran not

l,The rn.t 1St' Silt1Sfy this is justification enough.
But be in mind that industrialisation in*
general is sr) much identified ci,th cost re-
duction, we must ask ashy the prospect of
such a benefit has not been convincing
enough for industrialised building :systems
to displace all alternatives as the onven-
tional mode for meeting all sectors of de-
mand.

PHO 1 11.EN IS OF cONIPA [SON I

37, Reflection will quo !-..;how that to
speak of the cost of a system, industrialised
or othcrts i se, is meaningless. Comparisons
can only he made in terms of buildings on-.
structd in the systems concerned, and for,
such comparisons to be at all reliable, ac-
ount nectds to be taken of variables which

interact with each other in complex ways.
311, Broadly speakthg the total cost. of a
building equals the tothl floo area multi-
plied by the cost per unit of floor area
(square metre or square,foot). It is in
terms of cost per unit ofrfloOr area that
comparisons of system costs can t)estbe
made, But of the total range of facilitils
provided within a tihool, some are .

canny more expensive (e. g. laboratories,
or othet heavily serviced facilities) than
others, and the mix is an important deter-
minant of the cost per square metre. In
part, this mix represents an educational
choice, in part it reflects the skill with
which the architect concerned has inter-
t'elated each facility to the others in order
to avoid waste of floor area or to shorten,-4
lengths of service distribution or to optithise
the total volume within which the facilities
are contained - arid architectural skill'in-
evitably varie,s. Some systems may ease
more than others the application of this
skill; but any attempt to compare the cysts
of alternative Piy:;tvtris must either be based,
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on buildings in which the mix is the same,
or otherwise make adjustments to take a-
ount of differences.

39. Then there is the difficulty of dife-
ences in quality or performance - liability
for future maintenance, levels of thermal
insulation, noise control, or artificial illu-
mination, or the even more indefinable but
not less important consideration of aestInitir
acveptability,
-10 Finally, we have the fact that'of the
total building cost only a variable propor-
tion can be attributed to the system used,
The proportion riot only varies between sys-
tems but even between buildings in the same
system, since it is affected by the unique
features of the building site.
47, The difficulty which arises in allowir
for all these variables is not lessened by e
fact that official records do riot break do n
the total cost of buildings in sufficient tail,
Consequently, we can offer roi firm e dene
based on measurable data. Nevertl ess,
we can report on a number of Md. tions
which have considerable signifi. nue,

SOME DICATIn NS OF COST

42. ^The write publicity given to the South-
en California Systems Development (SCSI)),
particularly by the Educational Facilities
Laboratories,New York City, persuaded the
Metropolitan Toronto School Board that an
,industrialised system be developed by its
Study of Educational Facilities (SEF) group.
Almost alone among system designers this
group included cost reduction as one of its
two primary objectives, the other b rig the
provrsion of greater adaptability of artificial
lighting, services and partitions to ltleet
future change in education. The first series
of schools built in this system proved in the
event to be more expensive' than others being
built at the same time and exceeded the
standard limit of expenditure then in force.
The advocates of the SEF system believe,
although others do not agbe,4 that this was
the Worth-while price for the extraadaptabil-
ity achieved under the second objective.
They also say that the higher comparative
cost was the result, riot of the system as
such, but of the fixed price contracts made
with suppliers and builders for the whole
series. Contrary to expectation, prices in
the building industry as a whole fell over the
construction period, as a result of falling
demand, to levels lower than the fixed prices
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of the SI:1; series. \Ve were also told by
SEF representative!, that the designers of

schools !MO tlt: systent
in the most adVaIltagitOUS 1ALLY
and that in the second series, then in the de-
sign stage, thi:s \%ould be remedied. It ap-
peared, howe,. el% that if this %tIl dom.,
the 111Oltilt1,),1 on 0101(1 t111ck (11artiCtl'I'ISed
this system as it does all standard systems,
.could be increased by economic C011!ildt`la-
tiurls beyond the limitation infieent in the
standard components and the requirements

mutual tompatibility,
From the `--iFF experiment we can

onl% conclude that industrialisation per so
Replies TIC) ;2,narantee of cost - sio. logs. on
the other hand, every system-built school
completed in. the rnited kingdom since 1945
had been contained within the standard limits
of (xperiditure imposed by the Nlinistry of
Education II). Its the time the first 20 SEF
schools had been evaluated, about 1,000
schools had been built in only one of the
Fluted lingdorri systems - CIASI'. So there
is even stronger evidence that industrialisa-
tion does not imply .in any way that cost will
increase as a result. Indeed the CLASP re-
port for 1974, ,written in a period of rapid
inflation, shows that in the fifteen months tip
to 1 ,July 197, when the Royal Institution of
Chartered Surveyors Index of general build-
ing costs rose by 30 petuent, the rust of
LASI' components rose by only 18.87 per

cent. For the year 1972 '73 the equivalent
figures were 25 per tent and 9,89 per cent.
This evidence suggests that, whether or not
cost benefits can be expected of all systems,
they can certainly be expected of some, Iint
the British evidence is particularly subject

1) 'Flie same may be- said of non-industrial-
ised" schools subject to the same limits.
Despite rising costs government policy
has been to rain(' the limit of expenditure
only vlien an intolerably large number of
tenders exceeded it. This has meant that
sclwol.s built at times when pressures
from the limit were particularly \acute
(that is on the threshold of a high limit),
sometimes suffered from lower quality
specification, loWer ceiling heights and
even reduction of educational floor area.
Howevr, there is no evidence that
schools built. in industrialised systems
were at any greater disadvantage in this
respect than those built by alternative me-
thods. See also Chapter A', paragraph
111,
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to the variables we have mentioned, Since
the system of standard limits of expenditure

k allow all school buildings to reach that limit
the designers of system-built schools tend
to use the cost benefits to maintain standards
'of quality and performance and it has not yet
proved possible to quantify thi; fall-off in
such standards resuZing from the inflation-
ary 0'1(4(1_ On a IR' rnatNn Corn-0_111r tIOn. It is
important to remember, also, that while
costs are 00 important consideration and
failure to build satisfactory schools within
the lnited Kingdom limits would kill a sys-
ten'i, cost - reduction has never been the pri-
mary objective of.13ritish systems. The
prime objective has been to maintain school
building output despite limitations on the ca-
pacity of the building industry to meet de-
mand. This; objective has certainly been
met; and there is no indication that any in-
dustrialised system is yet threatened for
lack of cost-competitiveness.
44. We must. also take account of undeni-0
able evidence that in one case studied, that
of the Italian VEAL system, contracts for
school-buildin r, both in Italy and elsewhere,
have been %von by the promoting company ,

_entirely as tli result of more competitive
bids.k Nothin suggests that this has resulted
in buildings of any lower standard. We can
therefore conclude that in some cases cir-
cumstantial evidence points to cost benefits
when industrialised building systems are
used. We shall examine in'a later chapter
the conditions which must be met if these
and other benefits are ti) result.

COST HANDICAPS

45, in considering cost savings it is as
well to make some reference to disadvanta-
ges which industrialised building systems
must overcome if a ne..1 benefit is to result.
The attempt to save Sr, rcp labour on site
leads naturally to the use of standard compo-
nents which are large, bulky, difficult to
store and which, by comparison with bricks
and tiles, are needed in much more limited
quantities. For this reason industrialised
building components can benefit much less
from mass production or stocky ling as a
means of sustaining production fn periods of
'lack demand than ran so many products of
industrialisation in general. Since systems
depend for their effect on the mutual compa-
tibility of prefabricated components, mainly
assembled by dry techniques, the components
must be made to finer tolerances to ensure
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,a proper fit; and higher dimensional ac ua-
cy can cost more, This is especially if
it demands, as it sometimes does, thc,iise
of more expensive basic material. Pt .fabri-
cated partitions are an example Of thet
symptoms, their first costs being in in ny
cases so much higher than labour-intei Give
blockwork alternatives that their use i4).p.y be
preferred only if the labour needed for:the
latter is unavailable. Finally, because the
range of components which are mutually
compatible is inevitably less than the range
where compatibility does not need to be con-
sidered, conventional building enjoys greater
freedom to substitute one component for an-
other to meet variations in cost and avail-
ability.

NEED FOR DEVELOPMENT

46, In cases where the development of in-
dustrialised building systems has been Sus-
tained by the continued inability of alterna-
tive methods to meet demand, ways have
been devised of overcoming all these dis-
advantages. But they-have not all been Oyez:-
come at first attempt but only progressively
over a period of years, so that in practice
systems which are currently "successful"
differ considerably from their original form
and their continued success demands contin-
uous development to meet changing cirCurn-
stances.
47. The opportunity for this is absent in
most sectors of,140-ilding. Housing is the
exception and here, asiltivith schools, indus-
trialised building has so flourished in many
countries (although in forms modified to
take account of the fact that housing consists
of large numbers of smaller but highly re-
petitive units). But the absence of opportu-
nity for sustained development in all other
sectors is probably the main reason why
industrialised systems have not yet become
the dominant mode throughout building as a
whole.

SA VINGS.IN CON-STRUCTION'IME

40. Speed of construction is often seen by
school building agencies as one of the bene-
fits they have gained, is advanced as a
claim tty advocates of industrialised build-
ing systems, and is a constant goal in front
of system designers. What therefore are
the factors that must be considered here?

0

49. First, as we have said, no industrial.;
ised building system, however much it may
dominate; accounts for the whole construc-
tion of any building, so that time-saving po-
tential over the building as a whole reflects
the ratio of industrialised building to the
total. This is certainly the assumpqn made
by designers who have attempted and are
attempting to increase the ratio. But those-
industrialised components which cost more
than non-industrialised alternatives may yet
bring no compensating gains in time, We
have found, for example, eases where tra-
ditional blockwork was significantly cheaper
for internal partitions than any industrial-
ised alternative but where the extra time
needed for its construction was not, in fact,
significant. The blockwork construction
could be timed to coincide with other opera-
tions, and it was these other operations, not
the blockwork itself, which were critical for
total completion time, Thus real time
savings are not dependent solely on the use
of industrialised building systems, they are
dependent also on how the industrialised sys-
tem affects the critical path through the
whble operational network.
50. To this is linked a second considera-
tion in which building differs from so many
other kinds of industrial production. Be-
cause of the tendency for every building to
be unique, there is nu opportunity, except
for repetitive housing, for site operatives
to become as familiar with assembly se-
quences and operations as workers on an
assembly line. In this respect building sys-
tems do, in fact, offer an advantage over
alternatives because tare standardised inter-
facing of componentscincreifues the possibil-
ity of standardising assembly also, But this
'advantage can only be seized if the same
assembly contractor can build a 'number of
buildings in the same system.
51. Taking these two considerations to-
gether we find that not only do savings in
construction time vary frbm one system to
another, they vary even when the same sys-
tem is being Used, and depend on variations
in building Management and on the extent to
which assembly contractors can gain fami-
liarity With the system. Thus while evidence
exists that savings in construction time have
been made, there is also evidence that the
savings can not be-relied upon unless a num-
ber of other conditions are met. In cases
such as CLASP, where they are met, the
savings in construction time are consider-
able.
52. .Just as the standardisation of inter-
faces gives industrialised building an advan-
tage over alternative methods for familiarity



with assembly, so the extent to which pre-
fattrication reduces "1.et'' operations (in

hich materials like cement and sand have
to be stored on site, mixed wet for use and
the sit/plus subsequently cleared away) of-
fers a further inherent advantage. This ad-
vantage.is particularly beneficial when it is
used to speed assembly of the enclosing
roof and walls so that as many operations
as possible, even including some "wet"
foundation 1.%ork, can be independent of
weather conditions. But with the much more
detailed knowledge of the components and
in'tfacinkt to be used than is normal with
other methods, all site operations can be
more confidently planned to interlock and
overlap ).% ithout the risk of one operation
interfering with another, Thus speed of
assembly' , mainly perceived until recently
.in terms of saving in total man-hours (i.e.
produtivity), can also be seen in terms of
shortening the total construction period,
The importance of productivity will increase
as wages rise, Provided school construc-
tion call he planned far enough ahead of
need, -length of construction period is of
little consequence, But-this is a giapt pro -
viso, seldom met; and if high interest rates
and inflation continue, shortening the con-
strution period will becotne an increasing-
ly important objective,

SAVINGS IN DECISION IME',

53, Important though the shortness of
construction time may be it is often of less
pressing importance than the period which
elapses betveell the initial decision to build
and the date on which construction om-
mences, During this period many decisions
ha.. t to be taken, including design decisions,
approval of the design both by the ,school
building agency itself and_tly authorities
,nuch as those esponsfrile f?Pri-tnytT plan-
ning, public health and safety, inc uding
safeguards twat writ ntrlittural collapse or
fire risk; following these approvals bids for
construction have to be sought, the success-
ful bidder must ascertain possible sources
of labour and materials and then assemble
what is needed from those sources for the
project to be constructed. All theJse deci-
sions take time. With conventional methods
every one of them has to be taken on each
occasion that an individual building is con-
structed. Ul.;ing industrialised building Ny t; -
terns many of these decisions need to be
taker) once only, no matter how many build-
ings are produced by the rystern, This

time-saving on decisions constitutes a
major benefit and is the benefit ltiast dis-
puted by school building agencies, by de-
signers, suppliers anti builders,
54, In many cases indeed the decision-
saving benefit bias been the chief attraction
leading school building agencies to adopt
standard systems, They !an see immediate-.
ly that the design period van be shortened by
the fact that the designer of the individual
building is relieved of the need to design
every detail afresh each time, or to search
an unlimited field. for cost-effective compo-
nents T a tact equally appreciated and wide-
ly agreed upon by designers under pressure
to complete a volume of work in limited
time, That a system Is available for use
also implies that manufacturer's and sup-
pliers are available and in a position to de-
liver, if.not immediately then at least with
a "lead-time" which is predictable, a fact
equally appealing to builders who are then
more assured that assembly can be more
certainly related to deliveries, with mini-
mum risk of losing time,

CONSISTENCVOF PRODUCT

55, Then, in addition, quality-and-cost
oritro-1 is easier to assure, with the know-

ledge that for `a given expenditure quality of
product will remain constant wherever the

,system is used, whereas with conventional
building it is more" subject to the greater
variability of site supervision. In offering
this benefit industrialised building systems
conic nearest to offering one of the major
benefits which consumers in general enjoy
from the industrialisation of product. This
is the benefit that goods are not only in
ready supply but are also of a quality which
is not only acceptable but also reliable and
consistent and can, furthermore, be sam-
pled and evaluated before being purchased
at firm prices declared beforehand.
56, A similar consistency applied in
respect of those aspects of building, such
as structural performanv or methods of
fire protection, which aige subject to approv-
al by authority: the standards of the system
can be approved once for all, no-matter-
bow many buildings are constructed. The
popularity of the yEAI, system in Italy, we
vi,yere told, was only partly. clue to its price
competitiveness: it was also because the
use of a standard system enabled short cuts
to be taken throUgh, otherwise lengthy ap-
proval procedures.
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Ulna Ily. Where standard systems have
pr,.ed decision time hal.-: been
-.6:cd by avoiding the necessity, as it ther,
ofa'1Ailys re-itivenring the wheel. By learn-
in! the lessors of each application, as well
.1- by taking account of changing economic or
tounnolo.,ii.al conditions. designers have
bees able steadily to irtiprove the quality of
the systern and increase the benefits it of-
fer s.

SCOPE FOR BULK PURCHASE

7)8. Ah early assumption made by devel-
opers of industrialised systems was that
omonerit producers would incur high capi-

tal costs which their prices wool(] have to
cover, and that a high volume of sales would
be needed to undoe prices competitive. Not
unnaturally, they assumed also that the in-
centiv to produce a standard component
would me rease with the volume of sales tt
this expected to attract. Acting on these
assumptions they housed two objectives;
The first ,s,.as to minimise the number of
variants in any range of components (e.g. ill
a range of beams, to limit the different
standard lengths and depths or in a range of
wall panels to restrict the standard heights,
widths and finishes; available) and to exclude
wlierever possible the use of special compo-
nent's (i.e. specially made for a particular
indijfidual building). "I he second MIN to at-
tract as many purchasers as possible to
combine in I) lar ing la rge !le
59. Research, to which our own study has
added some further confirmatiwir has indi-
cated that both aSsumptions and the objec -
rives based on them, are open to question.
The,CROCS system in Lausanne was limited
to only 10 builclingi, yet its economic via-
bility was not endangered. The f.eason ap-
pears to be that the system was designed
for production by means that were already
in active use - any extra tooling or capital
investment needed for the (71(DC.S comp,-
rivritil being insignificant. This is perhaps a
reflection of the character, diversity arid
scale of Swiss industrial enterprises tend
can not therefore point to a generally vii
conclusion. But it doe5 seem true that such
capital ousts as are incurred are mainly in
the form of tooling and that, given the tool-
ing,, a wide range Of variants can be made
ttithout extra cost. Furthermore, in con-
trast to the capital investment needed for
Many indilistrial products, that for building
components is compaatfvely low, l'hun a
comparatively small volume of production
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is needed for the capital-recovery element
to be significant in the total production cost,
This being so, it is true that a minimum
level of sales is needed, but that little can
be expected from economies of scale in the
strict meaning of the phrase., More impor-
lant to the proilucer, especially in an era of
cash shortage and high interest rates, is the
prospect of sustained levels of sale.
(ii). To question these early assumptions
is not however to cast doubt on the advan-
tages of bulk purchasing arrangements but
rather to emphasise what they really are.
Bulk purchase attracts keen prices and
better performance (in terms of quality of
product and promptness of (delivery) for fear
of losing a large Order from an important
customer. "That these advantages are so
briefly, stated does not lessen their consider-
able importance.
61. If school building agenci4s have
powers to combine their several require
merits to purchase in bulk they can clearly
gain these advantages, whatever mode Of
construction is used, in negotiating favour-
ably for all kinds of building product. To do
so, however, they need to reach agreement
on what products to purchase, or, in other
words, what products shall be standard for
all the individual buildings to be built Thus
agreement to use a standard system clearly
provides a ready framework to which bulk
purchasing arrangements can related.

DANGERS

62, From all the foregoing it can be seen
that, subject to certain conditions, the use
of industrialised building 'systems can go a
long way, if not all the way, to providing the
benefits which society has enjoyed from in-
dustrialised production outside and beyond
the field of building. I3ecause the "certain
condition (-1" have only rarely been met, the
potential benefits from industrialised build-
ing, have not yet been easily enough obtained
to establish it at; the major mOde of build-
ing. Yet pressures to secure the benefits
remain strong and at times appear inexor-
able. Nothing suggests that the drift of
skilled craftsmen away from the building
industry is being halted, still less reversed,
so there is an increasingly strong incentive
to use systems which diminish reliance on
then'. For so long as economic activity is
albject to sharp and (milder' fluetuationti all

agem7ies, school building agencies
among them, will seek to reduce



construction time and will be pressed evenharder to take pe-construction decisions
with least possible delay. All these pres-
sures expose school building to a number of
dangers.
61. The first danger arises from the pes-
sue to minimise decision time. Such pres-
sure naturally inclines a school building
agency towards a system which Is already
available in adequate quantity on the market
and to see urgency as more important than
any limitations such a system may impose
on the kind of school which can be built.
Urgency may even outweigh considerations
of cost-effectiveness. In short, the danger
is that the system used may provide too
many bad schools.
64. The second danzer lies in the tempta-
tion to design systems with no other airris
than to maximise ease of production and to
minimise the incidence of pressures on the
building industry, again with too little re-
gard for, the limitations which may result.

NATURE OF LIMITATIONS

65. Using conventional" modes of build-
ing the designer can, in theory, have re-
couse to any component available on the
market, or even have components specially
made to suit his purpose, so that, with the
further freedom to use brickwork or mason-
ry, he enjoys a theoretically unlimited
choice by which any functiOnal or dimension-
al requirement can be met. In practice,
econornic and technological conditioris al-
ways restrict.his choice, but the choice is
still wider than is available from a standard
system._ This is not to say that a standard
syqtern will inevitably offer, for example,
only one kind of walling or roofing sub-
system, but the need for mutual compatibil-
ity tends to restrict the choice available in
terms of the materials used, of the profile
of cornponie they interface, and of
their dimensions in thickness, length and
width. Thu:; the more limited the range of
alternatives which a standard system pro-
vides, the more it restricts the freedom of
the designer to determine appearce (for
which'he is rightly concerned) to position
walls, columns and beams where they will
least obstruct space, to determine the posi-
tion, size and shape of openings, such as
doors and windows, or to determine the
overall shape of the building and its rela-
tionship to the site. In short, the designer
finds a standard system harder to
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Manipulate, and the difficulty of manipula-
tion varies inversely with the range of alter-
natives offered by the system.
66.- The wider' the range of alternatives
on offer, the less will be the demand for any
one alternative. This leads in conventional
building to a process of "natural selection"
which eliminates alternatives for which de-
!nand disappears. Thus if standard systems
are produced, as are most saleable products,
by suppliers seeking to profit fc-orn meeting
a demand, pressures are am.tomati-eally
exerted to develop systems (o sub-systems)
for which the widest possible demand can be
discerned, However, when all .classes of
building are considered together, each class
is found to have many requirements peculiar
to itself and only a few which are common to
the other classes, Thus housing has special
requirements which differ frotu those,tlf of-
fires or faCtories, or of course from those
of schools. The danger then is that initia-
tors or promoters of systems will orient
their systems either to the largest class
(which is certainly not school building) or
towards those requirements most common
to several classes. This, in fact, is what
has happened in many-countries: systems
have been developed for housing, for offices
and factories - especially where they are-
needed in a hurry; and sub- systems have
been developed, to provide, for example,
walling which will serve equally'well for of-
fices, factories and, in some cases, housing
also.

OPPORTUNITIES

67. N'ow if as the result of all the 1 es-
sures we have noted, industrialised building
systems increasingly replace less lire iting
alternative,modes of building, there it, re
further danger that school cOnstruction,
being a relatively small class of building,
may find its own special requirements in-
creasingly difficult to meet, Like what has
happened in areas other than buildipg, the
tendency could be for "consumer interests"
to be sacrificed to "production inteests".
68. However, despite the automatic pres-
sures to produce systems rneetingythe widest
discernible demand, producers are ready
enough to cater for a particular market if
sales can be assured, arid the study has
shown that, in contrast to many products
outside building, the volume of such sales
does riot need to be very large. We have al-

,
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ready touched on the evidence from the
CROCS experience (see paragraph 59).
What is important, indeed essential, is that
the special needs of the particular market
- in this case school building - should be
made articulate and communicated to inter-
ested producers.
09. , We have mentioned also (in para-
graph 58) the objective of reducing variants
but have indicated (paragraph 59) that as far
as building components are concerned this
is nut a prime objective of,production. The
need to limit variants arises much more
from the need to limit the range or standard-
ised dimensions to which components must

--be produced if they are to be mutually com-
patible. But neither production nor compo-
nent compatibili4 demand that the variety
of alternatives within a system need be min-
imised, only that they he coolled. And
industrialised building is rip less capable
than other forms of industrialisation of en-
riching, the variety of components available
to trie consumer.
70. Clearly, none of the dangers can he
averted by relying on conventional alterna-
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tives where these are patently inadequate
for the building industry to meet demand.
They can only be averted by the development
of standard systems which secure the advan-
tages identified earlier in this chapter while
educingithe restrictions placed on the de-
signer to a degree where they do not militate
against the production of satisfactory school
buildings. Cases that have been rioted in
the present study show that not only is this
possible but that such restrictions as re- .

main can even be an aid rather than a hin-
drance, in that they save effort on the de-
sign of building detail and allow it to be
transferred to a closer study of the user re-
quirements which school buildings must
meet, Thus if the industrialisation of build-
ineexposes school building to certain dan-
gers it also offers opportunities. But the
investigation hag shown that these opportu-
nities can only be fully seized if a number of
important conditions are met, However,
before exploring these conditions (in Chap-
ters VI and VII) it is necessary to discuss
in sortie detail the nature of the requirements
particular to schools Which indu, ialised
building systems must meet,



Chapter II.'

RIGHT KING OF BUILDING

"SINGLE-CHAIN" TirS:MS

71, Many building ny itemn have been con-
ceived mainly to meet r gem. i e hit-;
10 etAiecially.true of Uinta. which net out to
satihfy a general market demand rather than
that of a special nector. Their appeal and
thetk t-aiccentJ Lim; primarily in naviiiigt;
decitiun time, although provided nitewolin
or ,,Jerviceinntailationti are nimple they can
alno offer t-avinrn iff"conntructiun time,
tithen emergencienoccur and tipped of (Jeri-.
-;ion zinc! nupply it; the moot compelling con-
nideation, buildin);t; which meet the miler -
gency frequently appea to offer cont tiavirign
alum, but there unually enult from lower
ntanclardn cif performance and durability,
which are acceptable in a temporary ntop-
gap but not over a long term.
7 Such nyt;temn are able to offer time-
naving; berat-iv of their simplicity, In ru-
,-;ence they are bawd on a citanclad uniform
bay, with an end bay variant, The only
building form which can result in a ntraight
"chain' of ntandad bayn with an end bay at
each end. If the building hat; to be formed
of twrr or more bayt; laid side by aide fur-
the variant,: have to be included in the nyfi-
trio, and the morc variant,: the inor the
time-,;aving beriefits tend to be reduted.
'T'he diagram below illuntatet-; in a thin-
piffle(' form the principle involved.

/r r A
!; V1

ilImprd Lay
VI Variant to 91011.1ard toy

73. In practice, even a single -chain
system ftOpcit; inorct than two variantt; indent;
the only do r,; arc in the end-bay variant
and all tjandad bay'; contain a uniform
window. If bar; are rerpiired without win-

.
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down or if more than one window tfiiat if;
need(ed, tai the number of variant,-; will need
to be iiicreased. The greritor the need to
save-decinion time, the frtver the variants
that are acceptable and the more !.;eve.' the
limitations on possible building form.

V53 V4

/
'Wit) V)

V7 VI,

J.

V3 V4

V3 Vi V3 V3 V3 W V

Ntarlard Day
V yarianIn rornInd (VI, W. V3. ntc.)

!Attic', from V4 tgleaucn bolt, it. nntrirnal wan.; alpotro
bayr, natrirrial waIl% inn in trip ,,,nnn, Warm, rittnrmr, nrm
nl V4' c oxtrgnot In a dittyrin,1 Warm tr urn its ,f 1P II

ryinnt, otn.onnt,, 1(.1 Tim riollnrmwe tiPlwoon
1.1;.' 4'0 i.

74. "Single-chain" nyntenm are broadly of
two Icindtr tihort-pan and lost*,-r,Pall The
rthort-npanproviden a building depth of
about 7 to 9 ineten and effective room
height; up to about 2.80 ITIOUN. If npace

the only conciideration they will thus
accommodate traditional c laimroonic; fur
expository teaching, an-well an laboratories,
c raft poomt.; or 1:anti:how:, provided, of
courfie, that all clam :room etc, are e-
'Medi() each other at; multiples of linl;t: in
the chain, Hut, to mention only two etuun-
plenicif the effect of the lower pefuri'mince
standards commonwin many of then( nyt,:temn,
the nound innulation will unually be Mack,-
quate to prevent dinturbance between ad-
joining oorni.i, and if services, particularly
water and drainage, are needed, their in- a

r-itanation will require cutting and fi,iing
the prefabricated omponentrio which will
offtitt much of their inherent tiavingt; cif con-
,:tuction time and probably produi an un-
nightly and inconvenient result.



75. The long-span systems, developed
mainly for industrial pr:erniSes, span from
perhaps 15 to 24 metres and pr.Ovide a clear
internal height of 4.50 to 6. 00m. Again,
leaving aside considvsations other than
space, they are suit-able for' any educational
activity which requires more space free of
obstruction than a classroom for 30 or 40
pupils - such as indoor physical education
and games, and, to a lesser extent, drama-
tic activity.\ But as with the short-span sys-

1 terns, enviiihtnental requirements 'other
thrfn.space requirements thermal and
acoustic, for example - can only be met by

fiiderable addition or modification, which
offsets any advantages there may be in time
and cost. Lonpan systems e usually
single- storey, 4Erh ereas short-sp n systems
often take a multi-storey form. .

76. Unfortunately, whfn emergenci s
arise, the pressbre to take decisions uickly
is so strong that only the spatial cha acter-
istics of single-chain systems (of e her
kind) are taken into account, whereas other
environmental characteristics (and short-
comings) are overlooked, especially since

- they are so much less evident from drawings
and brochures. Nevertheless, emergencies
..can sometimes be so demanding that the
shortcomings must be tolerated. However,
the use of such systems can only be recom-
Mended if no alternative standard system is
immediately available, and even then only if
the accommodation is necTssary to supple-
ment the resorIrces of an existing school or
to provide for a very limited first phase in
the growth-of a new one,
77, From this general recommendation
we rriuexcept the case of very small
school of perhaps only one o two classes
of 30 or 40 pupils each where tre"mocie of
teaching is still purely expository. But such

o cases are increasingly rare, both because of
widespread urbanisation, with its demand
for larger schools and the advantages they
bring, and because purely expository teach-
ing is no longer the sole mode of teaching
in use and, the general trend is away from it.
78. Many of the systems we have exam-
ined, specifically designed for school rather
than general purposes, have sought to over-
come the environmental disadvantages of
emergency buildings which have been men-
tioned. But some of these systems have
still retained the principle of the single-
chain. Thus, while they ar capable of pro-
viding classrooms, laborato ies, workshops,
gymnasia, etc., which in the selves are
satisfactory, they are not ca able of pro-
viding the kind of spaces w h many modern
educational methods require.

1.
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79, rTwo notable features characterise
the .e methods as far as building is con-
cerned. The first is the reduced impor-
tance of the "class" as the teaching unit, so
that, whereas formerly every pupil \Vas
taught for almost the whole time as part of
a class of 30 or 40 in number, he now spends
much of his time as part of a much smaller
group or working individually on his own, or
a hundred or so pupils may join temporarily
together for instruction as part of a very
large group. The second feature is the wide
variety of activities which may occur either
in'rapid succession or even simultaneously.
Some of these activities may occur in the
same undivided space, while'some, cwhich
would disturb or be disturbed by other activ-
ities, or which demand a special environ-
ment, occur in spaces exclusively reserved
for them.
80. Modern education is subject to so
much experiment and to such rapidly chang-
ing developments that no suggestion can be
made as to the best way of,,providing for
these two major features, but one example
which has resulted from detailed study of
modern methods will serve to illustrate
them.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FORM OF PLAN
AND SECTION

81. Figure 3 shows the block plan of an
English secondary school which has been
recently extended in order to increase the
number of pupils accommodated and to cater
for the wide range of educational activities
associated with comprehensive education
for the 11 to 18 year age group. The ex-
tended building consists of the original
building and a number of additional separate
blocks, each tailor-made to a different set
of requirements.
Figure 4 shows the detailed, plan of one
of these blocks which is intended to
serve, as the headquarters of the 11 to 13
year olds. This age group will use other
parts of the total complex but will spend the
greater part of the school day in their head-
quarters.
82. Only three of the spaces in this block
(accounting for only about 12.5 per cent of
the floor rea) in any way resemble or can .>
be usetha.
number of
modat(\ at a
le

traditional classrooms. Yet the
upiks which the block may accom-

one time can be the equiva-
ight or nine classes. This

ans that at any given moment some two-
t irds of the pupils are engaged on activities
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outside the traditional classroom, with
perhaps two clas'ses grdumd together in the
auditorium in the middle of the horth side of
the block, another class in the science labo-
rattry, and The remaining third disposed in
the free-flowing spaces*surrounding the
southern half of the auditorium. All the
pupils in this remaining third will be work-
ing either individually or in groups of two or

three, Each may have a place at one of the
tables as his working base, but wild move
frequeniiy and freely over to one of ottle re-
source areas to consult a book," to project -
a film strip, or perhaps to work at a com-
puter terminal; or.hle may go to get help
from one of the se,veral teachers who will
be working in the same general -apace. °

From time to time one of these teachers
may gather a small group of pupils together

yard
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studies
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and go with them into the discussion room
to talk over the results of their work.
83. Not all the activities pursued by the
11 to 12 year olds in this particular school
will take pla,ce in this particular block which
is their headquarters or base. They will
move to another part of the building for
music arid drama, for example, or for arts
and crafts, or for physical education. But
it will be noted that in this one block alone
quite a variety of accommodation is
provided, Some of the accommodation has
special environmental requirements, like
the auditorium, or needs special servicing
like the science laboratory. Other parts
likeo the group rooms or the discussion room
need aural and visual privacy so that class
and teacher can be undisturbed and will not

28



Figure 4, Headquarters of the 11 to 13 age group in the school shown in Figure 3

disturb the indiiidual work going on in the
general space; and each of these reserved
spaces needs particular dimension^s to suit
the size of group which occupies it.
84. As important as variable size of
teaching unit and as environmental differen-
tiation, and inextricably linked with both, is
the fact that the duration of any particular
activity is also variable, Where the class
remains as the principal teaching unit the
teaching day tends to be subdivided into pe-
riods of equal length, with any partictilar
activity lasting for only one period at a time
or at the most for a double period. But in
the kind of modern teaching for which the

. example is intended an activity may 13,st
from only ten or twenty minutes to a whole
morning. Thus °he group of pupils may
spend only ten or twenty minutes in a group
room while it is "briefed" for individual
work in the "general" area which may con-
tinue for several hours, vr which, for some
of the pupils, may be interrupted by a ses-
sion in the laboratory. Anbther group may
start the day in the general area and then
join another in the auditorium to watch a
film for perhaps 35 or 40 minutes. A third
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may spend two conventional 40-minute pe-
riods consecutively in the group room on
the type of question -and- answer learning
which typifies older methods (1).
85. The main consequen,ce of such a
range of learning situations is increased
movement by both individuals and groups.
This in turn makes desirable the minimisa-
tion of travel distances between one kind of
accommodation and another which is a
major determinant of the "deep" plan illus-
trated.
86, Now it may be thought that a simple
rectangular block of this kind could perfect-
ly well be provided by means of a long-span
single chain system: This would indeed be
so if the system were able to span the 29m.

1) In practice not all the working stations
are occupied at the same time, some
are always free; otherwise such flexibil-
ity in activity duration would be impos-
sible. Roughly 280 working stations are
provided in this example for a nominal
240 pupils based in the block.
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(97 ft: ) represented by the shortest overall
dimension of-the block. But such a span
could only be obtained by means of very
deep and expensive beam's. To avoid this
an arrangement of intermediate Supporting
columns is needed, and a systerh is needed
v..hiCh provides for therh. Furthermore, a
deep plan of thiS kind poses problems of
illumination; for adequate natural lighting
of space remote from the windows roof
lights are needed and the system must pro -
side for these also.

.87, Figure 4 illustrate's only one block of
a complete building. Figure 5 illustrates a
complete building intended for 240 children
of the 9 to 13 age group (4 year cycle). De-

\\I
signed for a somewhat different mode of
teaching, the general and practical areas
are sub-divided into spaces suitable for
class-unit teaching, but nevertheless, out-
side each "classrobm" are bays of varying
length in which individuals or small groups
may work on their own. And, just as in the
previous example, These general areas need
to be closely related to the "reserved" areas
fora more specialised purposes such as cook-
ing, painting, pottery, workshop crafts and
so on. Because teaching space is always at
such a premium, advantage has been taken
of what in this case is a favourable outdoor
climate to provide three internal open-air
courts and an external verandah into which
activities can overflow or which can be used

Figure 5. A sell-contained school building for 240 children aged 11 to 13
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for the study of plants, .small animals and
birds, Note also that the space for physical
education, music and drama (roof-lit as well
as side-lit) is about four times the size of
any of the class work rooms, with the con-
squence that it also needs to be higher.
To pro% ide a building of this kind a system
not only needs to provide various span it
also needs to provide various roof or ceil-
ing heights and to provide for internal as
well as external.-corners.
88. Both examples so far shown are of
single-storey form'S. If sites are large
enough much of the accommodation needed
for modern primary and secondary educa-
tion will preferably be at ground floor level.
The reason lies in the need for easy inter-
communication between the various kinds of
accommodation which tends towards the deep
plan (even the second example, with its in-
ternal courtyards is "deep. compared with
a single or double-banked corridor plan) and
the consequent need for roof lighting if na-
tural lighting is desirable; and if natural
lighting is dispensed with then other prob-

Figure Interfacing between multi-storey and single-storey
accomodatton of different heights

[

IMPLICATIONS FOR INTERNAL
ENVIRONMENT.

90, So far we have mainly been discussing
the implications of modern educational me-
thods for the forms that a system may have
to provide for in the plan and sections of a
building, We have mentioned in passing,
however, (paragraphs 79 and 83) the needs
these methods impose for a range of differ-
ent environments suited to different activi-
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lems of both artificial lighting and artificial
ventilation militate againitt"such.plans in
multi-storey form. Nevertheless cases
occur, and in secondary ,education they
occur frequently, wh'ere to confine the whole
of the building to single-storey construction
would umt only be wasteful of land but would
extend tie building beyond the limits where
horizontal inter-communication was easier
than vertical,
89. Thus fAr some cases systems need to
be capable of providing for multi-storey as
well as single-storey constructions, At the
same nine, the need for easy inter-COMMU-
nication between the various parts of the
school demands that the multi-storey part
should not have to be confined to a separate
isolated block or blocks, The kind of inter-
facing which may he needed between multi-
storey and single-storey accommodation of
different heights is exemplified in Figure 6.
And not only may storey heights and numbers
need to vary but, except where flat sites are
general; the system may need to be able to
provide for changes in ground floor level
also,

Figute 7, Another example which allows for change in floor and
roof levels

ties. Painting, clay modelling or pottery,
for example, clearly demand a different en-
vironment from, say, a group discussion
room, The latter needs a floor finish

-which is warm and comfortable, and arti-
ficial or natural lighting which is domestic
in character, The craft space on the other
hand needs a floor finish which will not sim-
ply be easy to clean but which Will not in-
hibit activities which are necessarily messy.
(We have noticed many examples where car-
peting has been provided in such spaces, the
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architects claiming that it was no'more ex-
pensive and. just as easily cleaned as any .

alternative, but the teachers feeling con-
strained to cover it with untidy polythene
sheeting). And it needs a form of lighting
which not only provides sufficient illumina-
tion, butthe right kind - both for the paint-
ing and for revealing and modelling the three-
dimensional form of pottery or sculpture.
Uniformity of environment throughout a
school restricts the range of educational

st

opportunity, yet some building systems we
have seen go to great lengths to provide it,
And what applies to floor finishes or lighting
applies equally to acoustics or the thermal
environment - the acoustics of a music room

_need to be different from those of a general
work space, just as the heating and ventila-
tion requirements of a sedentary activity
differ from those of an activity like craft or
dramatic work.

Figures I he range of sr hoot activity spans Imm the solitary' pursuit of
and '4, Et holarstop - outdoors as cell as to - to boisterous group com-

petition or group to-operation
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IM1'I.1('ATIONS FOR SERVICES

91. Services fall broadly into two catego-
riCS: those such as heating, ventilation and
-lighting which are usually needed for any
kind of building and secondly thosc_: which
distribute the electrical power 0 r water
needed for specifically educational purposes.
Alodurri education increasingly relies on
devices such as .audio- visual aids and has
introduced practical work into subjects like
history, geography and mathrnaticS which
once were.learned almost. solely from hooks..s it COIISV(Ille11C(' potter and water supplies
(and the drainage associated with the latter')
are needed to a inueli greater degree than
formerly and, moreover, need to he widely
dispersed throughout the building rather
than concentrated in one or tvv-r; highly sr-
viced areas, although. of course, some
areas, like those for :-A1VIICC or craft work,
may still be more highly serviced than .

others. the building ...ystern is di--
sigroed to prnut the easy installation of

these services it is likely that construction
tune saved by the system will be offset by
extra time needed for the services and the
finished 'result will be cumbersome and un-
sightly.

APPEARANCE

92. Sometimes ugliness is excused on the
grounds that it results from economic exi-
gencies or the function the buildinghas'to
:serve. But the cultivation of visual avvare-
IlePiS and aesthetic sensibility is as much an
objeutive.of education as the provision of
knowledge and skills. So a school building
which is ugly can not be excused on Gtp31101-11i, r
Or functional ,grounds since it is not function-
ing an well as it nhould. We have seen some
schooln built in industrial synternn to which
thin stricture certainly can not be applied,
and where indeed the visual environment
provided by the nchool is perhaps the first.
aid to aesthetic education that the children
attending it have ever enjoyed. But we have
.seen too many school buildings where, in-
ternally an well as tttornally, the need for
visual quality has been forgotten Ui the
search for technical solutions to utilitarian
problems.

Whether a building in visually pleas-
ing is often dependent on how well it "fits in"
with its nurroundingri. Unless, of rourn,
the surroundings are themselves ugly, it
needs to he sympathetic to the genius loci.
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Failure in this resp9ct is common with mo-
dern building, industrialised or not. But in
recent years the concern to remedy it has
rapidly increased. It is particularly impor-
tant, howcver, in the case, of industrialised
building systems; since buildings construc-
ted in them may be built in a number of dif-
ferent localities each of which has a special
architectural character of its own, To the
extent that this is so, a system may need to
include a number of alternatives in those
components which affect external appearance.

FI7TIIRE CHANGE

94. The characteristics of moilern educa-
tion outlined above are representative of a
growing trend, but the manner in which
they are interpreted or practised varies
from one country to another, or even from
one locality to another according to teacher:'
preferences and their perception of educa-
tional objectives and how best to meet them.
Furthermore, in each case they have devel-
oped over the years according to different .

patterns. In all cases they are develop-
ments away from a, starting point repre-
sented by hook - learning and class-unit ex-
pository teaching. Some countries, because
of prevalent attitudes to teacher-training
and other aspects of the management of edu-
cation, have moved much less far than
others from the common starting point.
And in all countries some individual teach-
ers remain closer to the staying point than
others and may tend to resist change and
innovation to a degree'where they could pot
be expected to work effectively or at ease
in buildings designed for teaching methods
which lie outside their experience. On the
other hand, .there is no evidence that the
pace of educational change is slackening.
On the contrary, since effective education
roust respond to social and economic change,
the almost violent changes now occurring in
induntialised sorities suggest that the
educational change in the next decade or so
may be even more marked than in the last.
From then° considerations emerge two
points significant for school buildings and
building systems. These two points are in
a sense two horns of a dilemma.
95. First is the recognition that to be ef-
fective a school building must suit the educa-
tional methocla prevalent when it is brought
into vise. Secondly, we have the inconve-
nient but incontrovertible prospect that such
a building will outlive the methods for which
it Wa originally conceived and may then
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handicap arid. certainly int bit subsequent
developments.
96. Another activity in the OECD Pro-
granune on Educatiarral B is devoted
to this critical problem o 4)roviding for
future change, and for an'account of the in-
vestigations which have been conducted
readers will need to referi to the report on
that activity (1). All that is possible in the
present context is to draw attention to those
of its conclusions which are relevant to in-
dustrialised building systems.
97, The activity has shown that a distinc-
tion can usefully be made between the adap-
tability of a building on the one hand and, on
the other, its flexibility. Adaptability is the
capacity foryhysiital alteration by reloca-
tion, replacement and removal of compo-
nents or by the addition of further compo-
nents. Flexibility is the quality of a build-
ing as it exists at any point in time which
allows for change in the pattern of activities
it accommodates without recourse to phy-
sical adaptation. Thus the greater the flex-
ibility the longer44e negd for. adaptation can
be postponed.
90. Flexibility depends on three factdrs:
the diversity of accommodation included in
the building; the balance between general
work spares and the specialised work
spaces - which. themselves constitute the
diversity; and the spatial inter-relation-
ships. between the general and the special-
ised. In other Cords it is a function of con-
tent and planning.. not of the manner of con-
struction or of the building sy ern, Despite
thi flexibility has implications for building
systems. Buildir planned on co rridor
lines for educational rmides near to the ex-
pository starting poinLare unlikely to pro-
vide for the diversity, balancc and inter-
relationship of accommodation needed feir a
high level of flexibility. Thus if future
change is to be provided for, !systems in-
tended fur these educational modes need to
provide for adaptability even more than
those intendt.;(1 for more "modern" (nodes.
99. The most striking fact that has
emerged from fq tudying'developments di-
rected towards increased adaptability is
that they almdst invariably regard the re-
lvcatability of partitions as a prime objec-
tive. Very little attention has been paid to
adaptability of external all or roof or
upper floors. The assumption has been

1) Providing for Future Change: Adaptability
and Flexibility in l'ichool Buildint! op. flit.

p

accepted without question that the demand
for physical alteration arises frOm a need
to alter the pattern of internal spaces which
partitions demarcate and separate, and that
the*occupants of school buildings frequently
want to change the size and shape of r=ooms.
But this importance placed on partitioning
is based on an almost total misconception
of the real educational need.
100. Cer:.tainly, the study has revealed real
cases of adaptation where partitions in an
existing building have bebn pulled down to
ma a larger space, or where new ones
have been inserted for sub-division. But
substantial evidence shows that the size and
shape of spaces is for most teachers a-very
minor inhibition when they seek to change
their educational methods or introduce new
activities. The only notable exception is
where classrooms designed for expository
tetIching prove too small for the more active
learning processes which inri.easingly char-
acterise modern education, particularly for
the younger children. This exception apart,
the demand is usually first fol. extra ser-
vices, especially water supply and drainage
serving additional sinks for purposes of
painting or clay-modelling or for scientific
'experiments('; or for electricity supply, to
illustrate aspects of Science again, or to
facilitate the use of audio-visual,aids. The
carne desire to extend the range of educa-
tional activity creates a demand fbr different
kinds of floor finish - which for example
will not inhibit ''dirty'' activities or conver-
sely which will encourage children to sit on
the floor as they might sit on a fireside rug
to listen to'a story told at home - some are
fortunate enough to have That kind of home,
and the facilitz, is even more important for
the less fortunate.. The demand may equally
be for new light sources or for darkening a
naturally lit room in order to see slide or
film projections, or for extra sound absorp-
tion to reduce the noise level resulting from
the active learning processes referr .d to.
These are the (remands which adaptability if

. it is to be useful must turn to satisfying.
101. Misplaced emphasis on the relocation
of partitions has tended to cost money which
would .have been better directed towards
other objectives. The partitions themselves
have cost more, and costs have also been .

increased by using much larger beam spans
than would otherwise be necessary in order
to allow maximum latitude for future parti-

tt tion location. Furthermore, to facilitate
relocation, uniform floor to ceiling heights
and uniform floor and ceiling finishes have
been used throughout the buildings conce Ovid,
directly contrary to the need for diversity
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which modern education demands and to the
flexibility needed to facilitate change of ac-
tivities.
102. The study has suggested a strategy,
for maximising adaptability without higher,
first costs or sacrifice of diversity for
present needs. In essence this strategy may
be summarised as resting on a policy of
"pay-as-you-go" rattier than of 'pay-in-
advance". To spend riloney on maximising
the relocatability of any component in the
building is to pay in advance. To defer any
expenditure until adaptation is actually
needed is to pay as you go. The strategy to
be adopted is to design what is needed in the
present in such a way that, without incur-
ring additional first cost, expenditure on
subsequent adaptation will not be increased
by the nature of the initial provision. Re-
location is less important to adaptation than
replacement, removal, or addition. Ara D.
consequence, the evidence points to the need
for buildings in which some elements are
permanent and unchanging and to which
other elements can -be added, removed or
replaced as and when the need arises. Here
the common technoWf.Dr of structural frame
rather than load-bearing wall is an obvious
starting, point. But aboVe all, efforts to
facilitate adaptability need to be directed
mainly towards additions to service instal-
lations and towards tho removal and replace-
ment of finishes and fittings.

CONCLUSIONS

103. Taking account of the wide range of
educational buildings for which any indus-
trialised building system may need to cater,
we can now draw a number of conclusions
concerning the selection or design of such
systems if they are to meet the criteria im-
plicit in educational needs now and in the
future.

a) A building system is only as good an
the buildings which its limitations
allow to be built. So the most thor-
ough investigation of its capabilities
is needed before a system is chosen:
or if a new system is to be designed
an equally thgrough investigation is
needed of, all the educational require-
ments it will have to meet.

b) The simpler the 'educational reqUire-
ments the greater the limitations
which can be acce ted and provided
all sites are fl r "nearly so, this
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simplicity may even allow for some
form of standard plan" which will in
turn allow the system to be simplified
still further.

c) Even where current educational re-
quirements deniand no more than a
very limiting system or even a "stan-
dard plan'', great caution is needed
before accepting such limitations
since they are likely to militate
against meeting the needs of future
change.

d) A capacity to meet the needs of future
change is an'important criterion in
all school buildings. But in meeting
these future needs, diversity of edu-
dational environment in the original
building is more important than large
spans or relocatable partitioning or
similar devices that facilitate re-
arrangement of internal spaces. Sec=
and to this diversity the most impor-
tant criterion for future adaptation is
a building's capacity to accept addi-
tional services for ventilation, elec-
tricity and water supply and drainage,

e) Thedesign of a system must take in-
to account the extent to which educa-
tional circumstances demand that it
shall allow for a wide range of:

i) horizontal and vertical dimen-
sions og individual spacer) rang-
ing from those of the scale found
in housing-(40.ff rooms, seminar
rooms) to those of the scale
more usual in industrial pre-
mises (e. g. for physical educa-
tion or sports) and including
many. intermediate scales not
found in either housing or in-
dustrial premises, nor in office-
type accommodation;

ii) overall plan form - in order to
integrate outdoor as well as in-
door educational ()paces, in
order to maximise the "fit" be-
tween building, and site and in
order to ensure the right inter- '
relationship between individual
Space ();

iii) possible storey heights and inter-
faces between blocks of differing
ntorey height;

iv) lighting (artificial and natural),
acoustics and thermal environ-
ment to suit each educational
activity,, all of which may have
several different requirements;



V) servicing pr6vision, especially
in respect of electricity, water
supply and drainage which need
to be more widely dispersed than
in either housing or offices and
wirich pose greatbr problems of
integration with the structure

than in the case of industrial pre-
mises;

vi) finishes and fittings, 'with due
regard to subsequent replacement

Vii) alternatives far satisfactory
visual appearance.
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Chapter V

NEEDS OF PLANNED EXPENDITURE AND OUTPUT

CONFLICTS OF COST, QUALITY
AND TIME

104, Where educational building is the
only need that a society feels obliged to-
meet, and if the need is sufficiently com-
elling, the tendency is for political pres-
sure to insist that the considerations of
cost are secondary to those of quality and
output. While no case has been encoun-
tered where' such a tendency has led to com-
plete disregard of costs, cases have cer-
tainly been found where school building re-
presented far the major local ntuld and
where the determination of a community to
provide the "best possible" school for its
young people outweighed any anxiety Over
cost, The tendency is most marked where
school building is solely a local responsi-
bility and where for the corniniunity con-
cerned a tfew school building is an isolated
historical event occurring only price or
twice in a lifetime, Such emninunities also
tend to be prepared not only to spend money
but also to wait patiently for the desired
result, For such communities expenditure-
and-output-planning is of little significance,
and any advantages they gain from industrial-
ised building will have no connection with it,
But such cases arc romparatively rare,
105, By far the majority of cases, even
where school building is a local responsibil-
ity, are those where educational building
competes with other- needs, where financial
resources are limited, and where the needs
must be met within a limited time if exist-
ing schools are not to be intolerably over-
crowded. The larger the school population
to be housed the more acute the twin pros-
sure H of cost and time. And for all such
cases expenditure- and - output planning is
highly significant,
106, Where this is So it is not enough that
building systems should produce buildings
of the right kind: they roust provide such
buildings at a cost and at a rate of output
predetermined by an expenditure plan, Be-

4 6
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fore identifying the criteria for systems
which this implies, it is necessary to
consider two alternative strategies for re-
solving the conflicts between cost, quality
and rate of output,

QUALIFY 'COST BALANCE

11)7, What should be the limit of exptiiidi-
ture, what constitutes acceptable quality,
and what represents sufficiency of number
(or in other %on's, tolerable overcrowding)
are all matters for political decision .

however political decisions may be reached
in'any particular instance. But whereas
budget limitation is capahle I precise defi-
nition, quality is much more difficult to de-
fine, and overcrowding so politically deli-
cate that how much is tolerable can never
be predicted but only tested by the event,
Thus the natural pressures on any school
building agency are to put budget limitation
as the priority and then to keep quality to
the politically acceptable minimum, so-that
the 111E1)(1111U rn quantity can be Obtail)c'fl within
the Inidget, if not within the period fir which
the budget relates,
108, To sicbmit to these naturalpressures
is, however, to neglect Certain important
con side ratio lin. First, the level of quality
which is politically acceptable probably re-
fleets a misunderstanding-of the real requi-
rements of educations, which if adequately
defined might persuade financial policy-
makers to raise the budget limit, Secondly,
the 111.1rilliir of Schools obtainable for a given
eizpenditure is not solely a function of their
quality, For any level of quality the numbe'r
ran be increased if architects make a deter-
mined effort to plan each building as econo-
mically as possible, and if educationists
make equal and continuous efforts to ensure
that habit does riot retain redundant accom-
modation in the schools which are planned,
especially when education is demanding new
kinds of accommodation to meet new needs,



STANDARD PlioDucT sTRATEGy sTANDARD COST STRATEGY

109, A rAunher of countries have Leen
mindful of the two considerations just,men,
tioned-and have therefore attempted to define
re,a1 qducational requirements and the most
economical %%ay of meeting them as precisely
as possible; Tu this end they have pre-
scribed in the Litt/lust detail the aubibrimda-
to,0 to be provided in schools of standard
sizes, the number and kind of rooms or
spaces, their d,irnensions, the 'size of win-
dows' sari sometimes the type of construc-
tion and finish, Other countries have not
gone so far but at least have proceeded
down the same road, stopping only at a less
precise stage of detail. They have then said
in effect "This, no more no less, is the kind,
of school we want. What it costs depends
,,r1 current pricks and, according to market
fluctuations, we will,thus get as many
schools as the glohal budget will altlow,' If

the end of the day We are left with over -42
'crowding at least we shall have satisfied both
taxpayer and educationist." With this stra-
tegy the buildimgs produced are as nearly
as possible of auniforin standard, but the
number.. and cost of each is allowed to vary,
We can dub'it the standard product strategy,
110, Such a strategy is not only unsatisfac-
tory in leaving ov.erCrowding as a function
of market conditions, it also overlooks fur-
ther important considerations, The first is
that no definition of v Lality (e, of the
right kind of building .) can be absolute, and
that educationists, who are as hampered in
their activities as touch try overc row,ding as
by shortcomings of 'the physical envir.onment,
are willing tolonsider alternative ways of
meeting their requirernentI-; if, byeloing so,
they can lessen the risk that too few schools

ill he 'Aral. And, in practice; because the
variables in providing an educationally ac-
ceptable environment are no numerous, a

1(10 range of alternative solutions are pos-
sible. If , therefore, a limit of cost is net
for each individual school, educationists
can to a large extent trim their require_
merits accordingly. The same is true of
architects for whom an equally wide ranKe
of alternatives is open, first in spatial ar-
rangements which together with educational
need, govern the total fluor area needed;
and secondly in the combinations of building *,
components, sortie cheaper.than others,
which go together to form the total building.
In short, there is no hard dividing line be-
tween the acceptable and the unacceptable
but, rather, ti wedge of opportunities which
increase arid decrease according to' how
sharply costs constrain thorn,

I
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Ill. Now no country has found any incen-
tive liOwerful enough to persuade education-.
ists to reduce their demands to a minirpur
or to pe-rsuade architects to meet them at
minimum possible cost. Some countries,
however - notably England - have,, found that
both educationists and architects respond
well if given the opportunity to get the best
building they can within a given limit of cost,
Knowing that they will get no building at all
if they exceed this limit, they have every
incentive to keep within it, Knowing that
they cannot, so to speak, "keep the change"
if they spend below the limit, they have.
exery incentive to get maximum value for
the money allowed,- This psychology has
enabled the countries concerned to adopt an
alternative strategy which recognises that
standards of quality may vary front the thick
end to the thin end of the "opportunity wedge"
but that costs for individual schools can con-
form to a single standard, If a maturity of
schools approach too closely to the thin end
of the wedge consideration can be given to
raising the cost standard, We shall style
this strategy ti: Standard Cost strategy 11).

1) The successful application of this strategy
deperets riot only on the skill of the de-
signef-- in. limiting the size of the building
and in ensuring that all components are
used as cost-effectively as pos ible, but
aBso on how accurately costs can be pre-
dited for the supply and erection of the
components which are used, With rapid
and excessive inflation experience tits
been that the necessary degree. of accura-
cy has no longer hey n pUt-;11de to attain.
Thus the British Department of Education
and Science has now (1974) been obliged
to put its standard cost strategy into fern-
porary,abeyane. Never below;, the fact
that suh a strategy hat been operated
with success for more han twenty pre-
ceding years has trio eel a climate of
cost-consciousness riong educationists
arid designers alike vhich seprr%to ensure
that school building remains broadly cost-
effective without the need to fall hack on
the alternative of a standard product stra-,
ter.Y



EFFECT ON-RATE OF' OUTP1. I'

112. Of iSairse, v.ith the standard product
strategy consuleratmp can he rtiven to in-
c i easing global budgets if rising prices re-
sult in a shortfall in.the quantity of standard
products. But the standard cost strategy,
by relating the quantity rather than the qua-
lity to the global budget, reduces the it of
,hortfall t211)/! lis,;(4111, therefore
ic(nicIllni! the conflicts which exi!--;t, act
only between financial restraint and e( ucfi-
tional desiderata, hat hetween these nd the
need to meet a planned' rate of output In

a strategy %%loch goes fur ter to-
wards ensuring that planned ex u re
gives the planned return, in uantity related
to tut e as well (1-; in qt It enables the
strategists to say "We have satisfied the
taxpayer, we have satisfied all educationists
(even if siune are more satisfied than others),
and we have also minimised overcrowding."
.1nd it has the further advantage that edua-
tionists are obliged oto order their prefer -
enees more carefully and to re-oilier them
as educational change and experience Mir,-

in

COST CON Ilt()I, (7InERIA
FOR SYSEMS

113. The standard product strategy, taken
to its logical onhisiem, results in buildings
conforming to a series of standard designs.
It thus tends to be more appropriate to that
stage of erhicational development where
educational activities are still limited in
..c.ope. If 4 it; adopted, the criteria systems
11111 of MOO are obviously dictated by the' -
standard designs and nothing more need be
said of them. A standard cost strategy, on
the other hand, encouraging as; it does a
carefully considered -ordering of preferences,

more appropriatv educational pray -
flti has, become widely diversified in its
activities, and whore political and manage-
ial circumstances permit .such a strategy to

be adopted. Application of the strategy de-
pends on cr1rit control at the.design stage
over varying individual buildings, and it is
from the needs of cost control that further
criteria far! systems emerge.
114. The most powerful determinant of
'14.)st. in any individual building is the total
viduint enclosed, Therefore irk maximising
value 'for rtionetv within a standard cost the
more finely the volume ran be adjusted the
more firmly it can be adjusted to the cost
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requirement. Because wall and sometimes
roof components tend to bcf standardised i
larger sizes than in altergative methods,
the increments by which the building vOlua
ran be enlarged or reduced arc coarser.
They range from cuboids of, say, 0.90m x,

90m x U, 30in (CLASP) to as Much, as, or
even more than, 7,20m x 7.20m x4500rn
(BALLOT and other Frencli systems). No -
evidence exit.itti to suggest that a smaller in-
ement than the former is needed, nor that

the stnalleIM increment can not-be larger.
All that can be said IN that the difficulties
of meeting a standaM cost tend to rise with
increase ip inurement, and the coniiihution
of a fine increment to cost control is even
more important than its ontributain to frev-
dom of spatial planaing. An important ci-
terion, is thus that the volurnelric increment
of a building system Mmuld be consistent
with the cost control pocedurti which apply.
to buildings where it is to be 11 (l,

115.. Reference has already been made to
cost variations onsequential can the mix of
more and less exper 've facilities in.a
school, a mix whir c i i partly a reflection
of educational choice which of course is of
prime import ice meetitw, a standard
cost, But Chapter 111 (paraLraph :ill) has alerfr
mentioned the importance sof architectural
skill and suggested that some systems may.
hahiper, others ease, its application in inter-
relating one facility to another in the most
economical way. Thus a further criterion
for a school building system its that it should
facilitate the interfoking of facilities of dif-
feent shape, dimension and environmental
hararte.

.13

11(1. The umit determinant of an individual
building. which is the most difficult to con-
trol is the ont per unit of fli;o area, total
cost (list per unit of floor area (square
foot or square metre) x total floor a rpa7.
Despite the difficulty it is nevertheless 011(1-
reptible to control by the architect. Because
some buildt,pg components are more experi-
sive than others, the skilled architect can
choose the /crust eq.,st-effective mix avail-
able within the pyrinifiliiblo limit allowed.
this freedom to env reisp'this skill is hiiw-
ever dependent on whether the system meets
two further criteria,
117, These are

a) that the system contain a range of al-
ternatives Pilch rypremitior, a differ-
ent grade of rout-effetiveneris - ro
that the Mix of hi fp" quality high tout
and lower quality, lower cost ran he
adjusted across the "opporlunity
wedge" which divider; the acceptable
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from the unacceptable - in terms of
the building fabric as in terms of edu-
cational need. Here quality will em-
brace considerations of duraba,lty,
,appearance, ease of maintenance,
environmental comfort and the ba-
lance between capital and running
costs. The wider the range of alter-
natives contained in a system the
greater the freedom to manipulate
costs.

b) that the cost of the components, sup-
plied and assembled be known at the
design stage. Here thelimitations of
choice imposed by an industrialised
building system offern-advantage
over alternative methods. As Chap-
ter III has implied, the familiarity
which results from standardised re-
petition enables costs of both produc-
tion and assembly to be more accura-
tely predicted.

118. In defining industrialised building we
have said that it is, distinguished from alter-
native methods in that (among other things)

? it incorporates a dominant proportion of
standardised and repetitive components, and
that "dominant" implies some limitation on
the forms that buildings m y take. But what
is dominant for the final fo m may be less
signific or costs. In m ny buildings
which by o definition are industrialised
the'industria sea proportion may still leave
an unindustrialised proportion to which the
predictability and conkequent control of costs
does not apply. Thus Nno th e r important
criterion relates to the extent to which the
systern governs the total building cost. Ex-
perience suggests, however, that to indus-
trialise all elements can in some cases in-
crease costs without any compensating in-
crease in predictability. This can be true
especially where the alternative method is
well-tried, the basic materials are cheap
and the required labour and skill are in ade-
quate supply.

7'7--
OUTPUT CONTROL CRITERIA

119. . As with costs, so with rate of output:
the extent to which an indus,trialised building
system affects the completion time of whole
buildings depends largelyThn the proportion
of the whole it represents. However, Chap-
ter III (paragraph 49) has referred to the fact
that the use-of a systerri will only affect total
construction time insofar as its operations
lie on the critical path through the whole
operational network. Thus the final crite-

r,lon related to planned output against which
lisystern,can be assessed is the extent to
,which it accounts for those operations in, the
assembly sequence on the progress of Which
other operations depend for their completion.

CRITERIA SUMMARISED
.14

NI 2 0 The criteria implied by the needs of
expenditure/output planning can now be sum?
marised as follows:

a) Where a standard product strategy
applies, the system must be capable
of providing schoOls to standard de-
signs.

b) In all other cases where a standard
cost strategy applies the following
criteria'must be met.
i) the volumetric increment ofthe

o system should be consistent with
the cost controLprocedures which
apply to buildings where it is used;

ii) the system should facilitate the
interlocking of facilities ta.
ter IV paragraph 103(e) (n),
(iii)7 of different shape, dimension
and-environmental character;

iii) the system should contain a range
of alternat'ves each representing
a different g ade of cost-effective-
ness;

iv) the cost of the components sup-
plied and assembled be kqpwn at
the design stage;

v) the system should ,be the dominant
determinant of the total building
'cost;

vi) the system "should be the dominant
determinant in the completion
time of the total building and
should therefore account for the
key operations on which other

4'"--,,operations depencVor their corn- ..

pletion., ,
-,

121. None -.of the systems which have been
*reviewed meets in full the criteria which

have een identified in this' chapter, but some
Come loser to meeting them than others,
In fac , some of the criteriaan not be met
entirely by the characteristics of the system
itself; some depend on the conditions which
are provided by processes of purchasing cKr
financing of sclibol buildings - that is to say;
by procurerrient processes, the implications
of which form the subject,of the following
chapter.
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Chapter VI

PROCUREMENT PURCHASE AND SUP
)

122. In discussing the potential benefits of
industrialised building we have stated that
for the potential to be realised certain con-
ditions must be fulfilled. The same applies
to ensuring that the system is capable of
producing the right kind of building and that
this capability is taken full advantage of in
wags consistent with the requirements of
planned production. Some of these condi-
tions concern the working relationships be-
tween the numerous interests involved - °
educational and financial planners, educa-
tionists themselves, designers of systems
and of individual buildings, component and
system, producers, and building contractors
and sub-contractors. We shall deal with
conditions affecting these relationships in
Chapter VII. IrOhe present chapter we are
Concerned with conditions which affect arran
gements for the purchase and financing of
industrialised buildings if standard systems
are to meet the particular needs of educa-
tional building.

CONDITION 1: EDUCATIONAL
REQUIREMENTS TO BE IDENTIFIED

41.

123, In,Chapter IV we have drawn attention
to the widely varying characteristics-Which
different educational.methods may assume
as they move away from the common start-
ing point of expository teaching in the direc-
tion of more diversified learning activities.
We have also pointed out that, at a given °
point in time, the method's prevalent in dif-
ferent countries will each be at different
distances away from the starting line; and
we have argued that wile allowing for future
change present needs must still be met.
Thus no single form of building can be uni-
versally recommended: the right kind of
building is that which at the moment it is
occupied suits the requirements of the most
advanced educational developments in the
country concerned, according to the type and
level of education to be Served. Therefore
the first condition to be met is that these
requirements shall be identified in terms of

the range mentioned under Conclusion (e) at
the end of Chapter IV (paragraph 103).
124. For many of the systems we have
examined, little e*rt has been spent on the
igentification of these requirements. The
reason is that the educational modes for
which the systems were intended were still
close to what we ha\ie called the "starting
point", Both the designers of the systems
and the-school building agencies concerned
were able to assume that existing school
buildings represented satisfactory models
and it would be sufficient if the system could
produce individual buildings conforming to
those models. In some instances the mode
is still unchanged sp that the resulting build-
ings are satisfactory for it; but in other in-
stances the mode has already moved away
from the starting point to an extent where
the resulting buildings are proving increas-
ingly less satisfactory and modifications to
the systems are being called for.
125. In the case of some systems - CROCS
is an example - the architects responsible
for their design have not been 'content to take
existing schools as models but have preceded
the ilesign,by.a more fundamental study of
educational practice, only to reach the sable
conclusion for the same (reason. However,
by virtue of studying other 'educational prac-
tices outside the locality for which thCOSys-
tem was intended they have anticipated that
the local practice would eventually undergo
changes and have tried to provide a system
capable, of meeting them by adaptation of the
resulting buildings. Somewhat ironically, in
these instances too little change has yet been
called for to provide evidence of either suc-
cess or failure of: the system...in this respect.
126. In yet another class of systems - of
which CLASP is an example - the architects
responsible have again examined educational
practice as it is carried bri in existing
schools but have found that the practice has
indeed moved further from the starting point
than it had when the schools were built, with
consequent difficulties' and obstacles to the
conduct of educational activity. They have
consequently looked at the implications for
the design of individual buildings and from
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It
these extrapolated the criteria which the
system must meet. Where this has happened
the resulting buildings have also. been sub-

jected to recurrent examination and sub-
sequent improvements made to the system.

'127. There is a final class of system where
the system designers, without entirely
ignoring any current practice, have.taken the
view that all curredt_pr,acrice is inevitably
ephemeral and that the ability of the system
to meek future change should outweigh all its
other characteristics SET.' is the prime
example here. Unfortunately, however, they
have seen this ability almost entirely in
terms of changing spatial arrangements by
the relocation of partitions rather than in
terms of extending or varying the range of
environmental opportunity, As will have
been noted from Chapter IV (paragraphs 97
to 101), we regard emphasis on this aspect
of adaptability as misplaced.

CONDITION 2: REVIEW OF COST
C7ONTAINNIENT ppLiciEs

128. ,As NA,e have said in Chapter V, educa-
tional requirements can not, in practice, be
stipulated without regard to the finance
available for meeting them, and there is no
hard line dividing the acceptable from the
unacceptable, but rather a wedge of oppor-
tunities which increase or decrease accord-
ing to the con,strgiuts of cost, Whether cost
containment policy is based on a "standard
product strategy" or on a "standard cost
strategy?' (see .Chapter. V, apagraphs 109
and 111), there is usually.a. easure of un-
derstanding on what constitutes an acceptable
cyst levei, which may be relatively vague in
sOitie countries and relatively precise. in
others, but which is largely shared by all
concerned. Usually it is an under anding
based on preceilent, that is, what s hools
have cost in the past is taken as an
tion of what, with regard to current prig
levels, they should cost in the present,
Carried too far a precedent-based policy
can be as much a reductio ad absurduip as
if the costs of education were conceived
solely in terms of teachers' pay without
regard to the cost of bookk, scientific any
technical apparatus or any other teaching
aids required as educational practice moves
front its expository origins, As essential,
therefore, as the recurrent modification of
building systems are recurrent reviews of
cost containment policy. In the course of
these reviews evolving requirmbnts of edu-,
cation and their consequences for "right
kinds" of building need to receive as serious

,
attention as changeA in price levels; and the
result of the reviews need to be such that
educationists and the architects serving them
can then cut their coats according to their
cloth in the knowledge that all factors have
been taken i to account in striking a feasible
balance betw en aspirations and resources,
129, What has just been said applies with
equal force whether industrialised building
systems are to be used or not, Neverthe-
less successful application of such systems
can not be expected if the cost constraint
-policy is so harsh that the right kind of°
building can not be produced by any method
at all, For this reason we draw attention to
a second condition of success :

Cost containment policies atsociated
with the financing of educational build-
ing need to be recurrently reviewed in
order to maintain an acceptable ba-
lance between cost, quantity and the
qualities needed for the 'right kinds
of school".

130. The conclusion can not be avoided that
in almost every country financial pressures
tend -to result in neglect of these quality con-
sidevations so that when reviews take place
it is the change in price levels alone which
receives consideration. This is particular-
ly so where no adequate mechanism "exists
for articulating and expressing the claims
of education, but it is suggested that in all
cases it is worth asking whether cost re-
straint, undoubtedly necessary in itself, is
not in conflict with the equal necessity for
cost effectiveness.

CONDITION 3: PURCHASE
ARRANGEMENTS TO FACILITATE

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

131. As the foregoing paragraphs imply,
the identification of education requirements
can not be regarded as a once for defini-
tive process, it must be a recurrent process
taking account 6-1 changes as they occur.
Thus as C. W. Phillips has observed in PEB
Leaflet No. 5"... the development of A build-
ing system is empirical; it does not spring
fully developed, as it were, from the brow
of ZegS, but evolves as the educationists
and architects demand more from it in terms
of educational objectives" (1). However, in

()1) Information Leaflet No. 5,"Industrialised
Building Systems: Educational Objectiv,es
and the Problem of Change", by C. W. Phil-
lips, Programme on Educational Building,
OECD, March 1974, page 11.
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some of the cases we have noted, systems
have been unable to fulfil their initial pro-
mise because their use has been confined to
only a limited number of buildings all com-
pleted within a relatively brief time -span.
By contrast, those industrialised building
systems which have produced the greatest
benefits have been used for successive an-
nual building programmes over an extensive

-time-span during which new versions of the
system have been introduced, in the light Of
the experience gained as educational requi-
rements themselves have evolved, and, of
course, as economic and technological cir-
cumstances change. Thus we can identify
a third condition which must be met if the
full potential of industrialised building is to
be realised:

Procurement arrangements must be
such as wilL allow for the modifica-
tion or developmeneof an industrial-
ised building system as educational,
economic and technological circum-
stances change.

CONDITION 4: NEED FOR SUSTAINED
PRODUCTION

132. We have already mentioned (para-
graph 59) that the CROCS system incorpo-
rated coniponents which could be produced
by firms in the Lausanne region which were
already making products so similar in their
tooling requirements that no extra tooling
would be needed, and for which the school
building components (despite the small in-
vestment programme) constituted an order
large enough as a proportion of their total
output to, stimulate keen competitftn. In
many other of the systems studied this was
not the case; although the school building
components had, as it were, a family re-
semblance tOtthe general run of products
made by the rms concerned, they were suf-
ficiently dissimilar to demand some measure
of re-tooling or of production re-organisa-
tion. For such firms (and they are a major-
ity because the structure of\Swiss produc-
tion is ,untypical) the size of order repre-
sented by the Lausanne programme would
not have been sufficiently attractive. Indeed,
several of the firms were of the kind who,
unless the special requirements of school
building, has been drawn to their attention,
would hve confined their production to the
needs of the general market, exposing
school construction to the dangel- already
mentYoned in Chapter III, paragraph 67.
Such firms need to have prospects that th

orders to be met will be beyond the mini-
mum needed to justify re-tooling and re-
organisation of production.

.4(133. It was also noted, however, that the
amount of re-tooling and re-organisation
needed was not simply a function of the pro-
duct required, but was also proportional to
the volume of production needed within a
specified time. For this reason, manufac-
turers tended to be attracted by comparati;
vely small orders, provided they had pros-
pects that the orders would be repeated and
demand for the product, or at least softie
variant of ,it, sustained. .

134. The SEF project based its whole ap-
proach on the assumption that, having re-
gard both to the ,structure of North American
industry and to the degree to which Canadian
and American school building agencies are
localised, the size of order which an agency
could place and the limited extent to which
it could sustain demand were bath insuffi-
cient to attract acceptable quotations from
manufacturers. The SEF architects there-
fore attempted to collaborate with producers
to ensure that all products intended for
.6hool building would be equally in demand
for the general market, so that producers
could rely'on normal advertising methods
to secure the outlets needed to justify the
new line of product. The attempt appears
to have succeeded in respect of the sub- °

system Which integrates artificial lighting
and ceilings, and in respect of the air-
conditioning system, but in respect of other
sub-systems the non-school demand appears
to have been insignificant.
135. The systems whose success isleast
in dispute (relative to the educational needs
they have sought to satisfy) are, CROCS
apart, those where the volurn of orders
has been both subst9.ntial and sustained.
Broadly speaking thlis has been made possi-
ble by various means typifiedby the follow-
ing examples.
136. The kind of school buildings for which
the FEAL system has been used are of the
comparatively simple kind which are needed
for educational methods still close to the
"starting point" and therefore the system is
suitable for other buildings, such as offices,
accommodating activities which are not very
different from. those of desk work for expo-
sitory teaching; and for requirements fur-
ther removed from these the firm has been
able to improvise acceptable ad hoc variants
to the system. As a consequence, the firm
has been able to sustain an optimum level of
demand by the normal' commercial devices
of market research, enterprising
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salesmairship and competitive bidding.
Firms responsible for the systems used in
France have likewise been able to extend
their markets by similar measures.
137. Seine Enggsh systems have been on -'
ginated by private enterprise and have fol-
lowed a similar pattern to those in France'
and Italy. All but a negligible amount of
school buildings using industrialised meth-
ods have, however, been originated speci-
fically for school purposes by school build.-
ing agencies which contract with producers
for the simply of components. Even here,
while school buildings have absorbed the
bulk of production, the outlet for compo-'
nents has been extended by using the system
for other purposes including not only offices
but also public libraries, housing, hospi-
tals and laboratories.
138. Most of these extended uses are in

*buildings which are as much a public respon-
sibility as schools. But in the case of
CLASP the system is also marketed to the
private sector through the firm which sup-
plies the steel frame sub-system. The ori-
ginating consortium of school building agen--
cies also has an agreement, which authorises
the same firm to promote the principles.and
methods of the system outside the United
Kingdom. This usually involves a complete
redesign of the system to meet the parti-
cular requirements of the countries con-
cerned, a fact which is also true of other
systems when used in countries outside the
country of origin. To this extent it can be
argued that systems are not exportable. On
the other hand, the principles and methods
by which compatibility of components is as-
sured remain unchanged as do the types of
component included; the change which is
needed is mainly in the form of qxtra var-
iants within the range for'each type of com-
ponent.
1:39. Here then, we have an extension of
the means by which, by diversification of
the application of a system, the outlet for its
produCts has-been increased and sustained.
At the same time, it is necessary to note
that unless the external market is geogra-
phically close to the hornebase, the majori-
ty (if not all) of the components will be made
locally by local firmS rather than by the, .

firms who produce for the original system.
This suggests that while export can offer /
some extension of the market it can not
alone suffice to.produce sustained demand of
sufficient volume.
140. By far the most effective device for
optimising the level of sustained production
is that which has been used by the central
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ministry in France and by local authorities
in England and Wales, namely a form of bulk
ordering. In France,- the central ministry,
exercising powerful control- over school
construction, is able to ensure that virtually
the total annual construction of schools is
shared out among thirty or so system. build-
ing contractors, so that each competing firm
can make its bid in the expectation that a
successful bid will result in a substantial
order. In Britain, local school building
agencies have grouped themselves voluntar-
ily into consortia for bulk purchase and are
thus able to offer similar assurances, where-
as an individual agency on its own would be
unable to do so. In both countries indicative
planning (which in France concerns the eco-
nomy in general as well as school construc-
tion) provides sufficient guide to the leVel at
which demand is likely to be sustained in
succeeding years, subject only to economic
cycles by which building in general tends to
be affected.
141. It will be realised that if the output of
a system can beedrfaintained by any of these
means, either singly or in ccmtbination, the
lissential pre - requisite will also have been
prbvided for inceti.ag Condition 3, Condi-
tion 4 can be summarised as follows:

Procurement arrangements need to
offer producers pr"ospects of sustained
sales optimised at a level beyond the
miniMurn needed to cover capital out-

-lay.

CONDITION 5: NEED VOli sTAGGEliED
BUILDING STARTS

'

142. Unless unacceptably severe limita-
tions are to be imposed on buildihg form or
environment, a range of variants will be
needed for each type of component in the
system. and the less the limitations the
greater the number of variants. The bulk
and comparatime cost of most components,
coupled with'uncertainty about the quantity
in which any particular variant may even-
tually be needed, make producers reluctant
to hold items in stock. Although, from time
oto time, they may stockpile in order to main-
tain production through.a period of slack
demand, they will stockpile only those var-
iants most commonly in demand. If build-
ings were to use no °tilt r than the most com-
mon variants the effect would obviously be
to increase the limitations imposed by the
system. Thus while some variants may
occasionally be stockpiled, sonic of those
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that in practice are necessary will not be,
They will only be made in response to afirm order,
143, Here we arrive at something of a par-:alox. Where immediate delivery fromstock is normally associated with so many
industrialised products In general, it is evenless a feature of. industrialised building sys-tems than it is of "non-industrialised" meth-ods, in which, despite shortages of brick-layers or carpenters, a temporary glut can
make bricks or timber obtainable, if not

pimmediatel at much shorter notice than
some pre ricated elements. Delivery de-lays can of course, completely negate the
savings in construction time which are
among the potential benefits of industrialisedsystems, To avoid-them producers musthave adequate notice.'
144. It may tie thought that indipative for-
ward planning would in itself provide ade-
quate notice, but this is by-no means con-firmed from experience, We have found
that well before the beginning of an invest-
ment year both school building agencies and
producers can be fully al.vare of the total
volume of building that will be required in
tke year concerned,. but neither can knowwhat the total implies for variant production
until the designs are ready for every indivi-
dual building covered by the investment total.There is always a tendency to complete alldesigns at the same point in time and thento start the construction of each individual.
building equally simultaneously. If the.con-
struction of all buildings i., then to proceedat the same pace and with due dispatch, each
class of component needs to be delivered to
every building site at the same point in time.f3ut this need runs directly counter to the
practical manufacturing necessity for com-
ponent ,production to be evenly maintained

.,and not suttrected to sharply contrastingpeaks and troughs. Thus, because practical
necessity insists, some components arrive
on sitirwhen,they are needed, others per-force arrive late, with consequent disrup-
tion to construction schedules, .The "bunch-ing" of starts - usually the consequence of
administrative procedures - is therefore
more responsible for delays than any inher-ent defect of industrialised building systems
as such, so that every attempt should bemade to spread the starts of individual build-
ings throughout the year, Such an objectivewill be the more readily attainable the lessthe initial building operations are dependenton good weather.
145. Thus we have a fifth condition that
procurement arrangertients need meet :

Procurement arrangements need to
allow for individual building .starts to
be so staggered as to facilitate an
even flow of component produkion
with adequate "lead 'time" to allow, for
prompt deliveries.

6

CONDITION 6: DIOIGN,- PHODUC7TION
AND ASSIgNIBLY TO BE INTEOATED

146. Marginal differences -in the form of
intvrfacing of system components may havelittle effect on ultimate performance but
considerable effect on costs of produCtion
and assembly, Component and system de-
velopment has invariably proved to benefit
if the designers can be made aware of pro-
duction problems which an earlier design
has caused and which can-be eradicated by
design modifications, Furthermore, dif-
ferent producers may use different produc-
tion methods so that a design which is eco-
nomical for one may be less so for another,
The same considerations apply equally toassembly. Thus we have as a final condi-
tion :

Procurement processes need to pro-
mote the closest possible integration
of design, production and assembly,

147. As we have said in Chapter II, para-graph 25, an industrialised building system,is a relationship of interdependent parts,each of which is standardised), repeatableand mutually compatible, To borrow com-
puter terminology, the relationship repre-sents the software, the components the hard-
ware. Production and assembly in the phy-
sical senje can therefore only apply to thelatter, 1-33, the same token we risk confusionto speak ol a "system producer" since infact, while a single organisation may pro-
duce (in the sense of physically "snaking")

. an important range of components, no case
has been found where a single organisation

, makes all the components of a syrAemr, so
that it is better to think in terms of a sys-tem agency" - whose essential function is to
identify potential component producers and
persuade them to manufacture and supply
the components needed for the, system, Norhas any case been found where the system
agency has not also been responsible for thedesign of the system, The reason is not, as
might he thought, that othervase the agency
would have no raison cP0tre, but rather that
designers can not design a system without
also performing the function of an agency.
The design of the software can not be
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independent of the availability of ate hard-
ware.
148. The software relationship which en-
sures mutual compatibility of the hardware
components need not directly specify the
materials they are made of, nor whether
they must be homogeneous or heterogeneous.
But, although it need not specify all of their
dimensional or eight characteristics it
must certainly specify sonic, and besides de-
termining their permissible locations' in
space, it must also specify thotr functional
perfurmance, the form of their interfacing
profiles and sinnetimes their appearance.
As a consequence the design of the relation-
ship is as inseparable from the design of
the components as it is dependent on their
availability. And as a further consequence
the instances where the system designers
have not also designed the components con-
stitute no more than rare exceptions to a
general rule.
149, Now 'bearing this last point in mind,
togetherwitli the fart that for one system
there may be a number of different compo-
nent producers, how can the criterion of
design/ production integration be met? Or
put another way°, how can the system de-
signer, obliged as he is to initiate and even-
tually approve, if not to monopolise, the de-
sign of components, make certain that he is
taking full account of production considera-
tions and the expertise of all the producers
involved?.
150. With the exception 01 CHOCS (which
in this as in other respects is'untypicalY the
design of all but a very few coMponents, in
all the systems studied, has followed,, to a
greater or lesser extent, the practice corn--
mon to most forms of industrial production.
The initial design- for a component is sub-
mitted for the inanufacturerta comments
and modified in the light of them, after
which a triarproduction run may lead to fur-
ther modification before the design is final-
itled for full production. In short, design in
a mixed process of "desk-work and prac-
tical development, in which the system de-
signer nnd the producer are complementary
participarns aiming to strilut a balance be-
tween ends and means,
151. Clearly the deVelopment design pro-
cess just described is impractical if a large
number of producer's are competing to win
an order for the same component; yet for ,

the system designer to work with only one
producer may put others at a dinadvantage.
The alternative is to give a single producer
a monopoly, which in unacceptable to any
SCilool blinding agency which is accountable
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for public expenditure. Nowhere has this
dilemma been entirely resolved, but in dif-
ferent cases studied different approaches, to
a resolution have been made, each with
attendant advantages and ditiadvantages
which are worth noting.

COMPETITION BETWEEN SYSTEM
AGENCIES

152.. The first approach (adopted in France
and Italy) has been for the school building
agency to put system agencies in competition
with each other but to leave the latter free
to rnake any arrangementthey wish - mono-
poliiitic or otherwise - with component pro-
ducers, In Italy4FEAL, as a system agency
has won contracts in competition both with
rival stem agencies and with "non-system"

Ibuil I contractors. In France, thirty or
so competing system agencies bid far a
share of the annual building programme.
153. The advantages of this approach lie
in its apprirent simplicity and clarity, The
disadvantage lies in the difficulty of compar-
ing like with like, which arises from the fact,
already noted, that the cost of systemS can
only be compared in terms of the cost of in-
dividual buildings for which they are used.
154. Some school building agencies have
sought a way round this difficulty by basing
the competition on typical designs drawn up
by architects commissioned or employed by
the school building agency itself. But be-
cause the dimensional relationships and
other key characteristics differ from one
system to another the building which each
particular system can produce is unlikely to
do more than approximate to the typical de-
sign. As a consequence the lowest bid may
represent an unacceptably wide deviation
fram the typical results which are sought,
or a Ilid only marginally higher than another
may offer significantly better value for mon-
ey. 11110 in awarding the contract, an ele-
'merit of judgement han to be added to the
apparent objectivity of the price alone.
155. A further difficulty of comparing lilte
with like arises from the fact that the costl,
of a finished building is determined, not ,
only by the price of components supplied, but.
also by the costs of assembly and by the ex-
tent to which the system leaven some of the
total building to be constructed by non-
system methods, An a consequence school
building agencies have tended to see logic in
requiring, the jvstern agency to act as assem-
bly contractor also, competing not only for
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the supply of components but for construc-
tion of the entire building. Then, because
the design ofschool buildings is not' only
concerned with educational requirements
but also with satisfying them in a manner
which uses the system to best advantage, it
.is but a small step further in the logic to
require the system agency to take yet more
responsibility' by designing the building as
well as the system.
156. )hen this strategy is taken to its lo-
gical couclusion two consequences followi
First the apfmrent objectivity of price-based
competition is even further confused by the
necessity of extending<the influence of qua-
litative judgement, so that the impartiality
required by public accountability is not so
clearly b6cond dispute. Secondly, because
the variables in providing an educationally
acceptable environment are so complex, and
because no definition of educationally accept-
able can be absolute (see Chapters IV and V),
the compromise between the desirable and
the feasible is a matter for inter-active de-
cision between educationist and designer.
Yet it is clearly impractical to provide for
such inter-active decision-making when edu-
cationists act on behalf of a single school
building agency while numerous system
agencies, each with its own designers, are
competing with each other.
157, The disadvantages of placing system
agencies in competition seem less acute the
nearer the educational activity accommodat-
ed lies to what we have called the "starting
point" of expository teaching, For such
activity the functional requirements of
school building are comparatively simple
and easily defined. But for educational
modes remote from the starting line this is
not so, and the "strategy of competing agen-
cies" then seems inappropriate. In this
respect it parallels the "standardlproduct
strategy'''Aliscussed in Chapter V,

COMPETITION BETWEEN COMPONENT
pRoDucims

159 Effectively, the only discernible
alternative to a strategy of competing sys-
tem agencies is one where the school build-
ing agency itself assumes the role of sys-
tem agency and places component producers
in.conipetition with each other. We shall
style this alternative a "strategy of com-
peting producern, Of the cases studied,
those where this strategy has been adopted
- with variations in detail which will be

noted later - occur in Canada and the United
Kingdom.
159. In paragraph 149 the question hass....
already been asked of how the system de-
signer can design components while taking
full account of the production expertise of
all the component producers involved. When
for any single component aft(' its variants a
number of producers are in competition,
the problem is analogous to that posed when
a single educational voice must join in inter-
active decision-making with a numbe of
system agencies in competition, The sys-

. tem/component designer cat) not, in reality,
take full account of all the idiosyncracies of"
every producer. A way has to be found of
limiting the number of producers with which
this interaction can take place.
160. All sub-systems of a system are, by
the nature of systems, interdependent. In
practice, however, it has been found that
one key sub-system sets the tone, as it were,
with which the other must keep in tune.
This key sub-system is usually the one which
governs the major dimensional characteristic
of the pystern, the lowest common multiple
by which the overall dimensions of a build-
ing are determined, or the permissible lo-
cations of individual componentn. In mo-st
cases the key sub - system has been the stew-
tural frame, although in the SEF system it
can be argued that it war; the ceiling /lighting
sub-system, by which the prime objective
of adaptability wan expected to be tnet. It is
in the design of the key sub-system that
most system agencies have concentrated
their efforts to collaborate with production
expertise.
161. In the case of the CLASP nyl-Avin, so
much importance was attached to collabora-
tion with the key sub-synteo producer that
the producer in question - the producer of
the steel frame c'omponecqa- was given the
privilege of what was tanramount to a mono-
poly. Nevertheless, tiere'Ction of the pro-
ducer was based in the first instaulce on a
number of carefully npeified criteria -
industrial capacity to manufacture compo-
nents of the-type required, managerial abil-
ity and willingness to collaborate on deve-
lopment, engineering design expertise, fi-
nancial reliability and general price levels
and profit margins ascertained by prelimi-
nary investigation to be competitive.if riot
the lowest invilriably obtainable. By nego-
tiation before any contract was placed the .

system agency agreed with the selected
firm the level of profit acceptable to both
parties for a given volume of production;
and once production comMenced the firm
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made all its accounts available for inspec-
tion by the system agency,
162, During the initial stages of system .
detelopment sdrnilar arrangements were d.
made with a limited number of other sub-
systernsirroducers, where desiim/produc-
him interaction was considered more impor-
tant Odin strictly compe.titive bidding, In
subsequent development, however, emigre=
titive bidding was introduced even for these
sub-systerns, and although the original
firms enjoyed some initial advantage tliis
was regarded as fair compensation for their
contribution to the development process and
did not,de`ter other firms from competing or
prevent them from making successful bids,

.further development progressed still
other firms were occasionally offered iI' tem-
porary monopoly until sufficient advantage
had been gained from the design/production
interaction, The steel frame key producer
has maintained his monopolistic advantage

but only in the face'nf periodic cheeks by the
system agency that his prices can not be un-
dercut by competitors, or at least undercut
sufficiently to warrant breaking off an asso-
ciation which the agency regards as valuable
for maintaining progress, Where competi-
tive bidding has been used, a copitract for
two-thirds of the volume of required produc-
tion has been awarded to the lowest bidder,
andthe other third to the second lowest, the
next stage of collaborative development then
living shared between the two firms,
163. It is important t4 recognise that the
approach just described has occurred within
a form of financial administration character-
ised by what in Chapter V has been called a
standard cost strategy , Thus there has

been strung external pressure on the agency
concerned to ensure that its resultant build-
ings provided the rAiquired quantity and qua-
lity of accommodation within a pre= deter-
mined limit of expenditure; no that the same
external pressure constituted in itself some
safeguard against possible abuse of rnonopo-
Untie or piatii-inonopoli:.tic advantacr,es,
Where a standard product straterty applied
thin safeguard would be absent,

VARIATIONS OF PRODUCER
COMPETITION

16.1, Limited attempts have been made to
increase cOmpetition among producers by
avoiding the need for the system designer to
design the component and thus to engage so
interactively with production expertise,

These attempts have been based on the con-
cept of performance specification,
165, For pre'sent purposes this concept is
most easily explained by reference to the
particular example of an internal partition,
As far as the'Systern is concerned the only
important spatial characteristics of parti-
tions which the systerndesigner need_ specify
are the increments of height and length in
which they are needed, and their thickness,
Ile need only specify-their sectional profile
in terms of the roofs or ceilings and floors
with which they interface, say whether their'
vertical sir CS must be entirely flat or can
be moulded, But he also needs to specify
such charact ristics as the sound reduction
they must pro le, their resistance to fire
or mechanical da loge, whether they need be
transparent or translucent, and so on, This
then is a performance specification, What
material or' materials are used, whether the
partition ip made of full height panel o or
built up from smaller units, or how they are
joinedand fixed, are of no-concern provided
the assembled partitions perform as speci-
fied, Thus many alternative ways may
exist whereby producers can meet a per-
formancification, and responsibility
for that element in component design which
most interacts with production expertise can
be transferred from the system agency to
the producer firm,
166, Why ire more than limited attempts
have been made to secure producer compe-
tition on this basis is a matter for conjec-
ture, One possibility is that in practice the
interfacing complexities in the case of many
elements are so great that they can not be
considered separately from the profiles that
can feasibly be produced,

SEF COMPETITIVE ARRANGEMENTS

167, The SEF system agency was in effect
identifiable with the complex of Toronto
School building agencien arid, although at-
tempting to produce school buildings at costs
equal to or' lower than those produced by
conventional methods, was riot in competi-
tion with any other system agency, Its sys-
tem wan conceived, however, in terms of a
limited number of ten interfacing sub-
systems (1), For each sub-systfin the MO"

11. The ten sub-systems were
Structure: Including floor and roof-17 spanning members,
columns, etc, , and provi tnerin to
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designers produced a per specifica,.
tion stipulating the functional requirements,
what other sub-svSterns were to interface,
and what interfacing co itions were to be
met, Producer firms were then asked to I,
offer sub-systerns ik, t of design, Thus
the systems agency placed sub-systems
:Agencies in competition with each other and
left it to them to arrange for design and
production of the components needed. By
this means the system designers concentra-
teel.on the "software." relationship, the com-
ponent desitmers (inte(trated in a sub-systern
producer's ganisation) concentrated on the
'hardware".
168. Interfacing compatibility between sub-
systems was alsotile responsibility of the
sub-systern producers, Each sub-system
producer was therefore obliged to collabo-
rate with at least one of the producers Of
every sub-system with which his own had to
interface. Since three of the ten sub-
systerns each had to have interface compati-
bility with as many as five of the others,
the burden of mutual co-ordination placed
on competing firms was obviously formi-
dable. The procedure also demanded that

Note 1) (ont'd)
accommodate the requirements of
outside walls, lighting-ceiling arid
interior space division sub-systems.

ii) Atmosphere: Heating, cooling and
ventilation system's.

iii) Liaiting-('eilintf: Lighting fixtures
and connections, acoustic installa-
tion, ceiling panels, arid provision
for the electric-electronic soh-sys-
tem.

Iv) Interior Spare' Division! Inside' parti-
tions, choi'r's, panels, glass, chalk -

- tack panel P3 ,
\ertical 'Ziki.11: Outside' walls, win-
dows, and dour;,

i if
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the names of every firm intending to bidihad
to be made known to the others.
169. That the procedure operated well
enough for 20 schools to be built is itself a
tribute to the remarkable managerial and
technical competeneee of the SEF agency;
but its complexities were such that a major
effort would be necessary to apply it with
equal success in a different technological
or managerial context,
170, Implicit in the procurement issues
which have now been discussed is the fact
that what solutions are feasible in any par-
ticular circumstances depends on the rela-
tionships existing between school building
agencies, systems atencies and component
producers, In this respect the problem of
monopoly is no different from the problems
of designing systems to meet educational
arid economic criteria, or of meeting the
six conditions set out in the first part of
this chapter. The solution to any of these
problems is bound up with the kind of work-
ing relationship which can be established
between all parties to the procurement pro -
cess which tfegins with identifying educa-
tional needs and ends by satisfying them.

vi) I'lunhb -irk: I'lumbing fixtures, wash-
. rooms.

vii) Electric-Electronic: Lighting panels,
WiTing, integrated public

address devices, fire alarm and
other' systems.

viii) ('aseworks arid Furniture: Cupboards,
counters, lochers, storage: facilities
and loose furniture,

ix) Hoofing; hoofing, insulation, sky-
lights fascias and miscellaneous
details,

x) Inter Mr Finishm.g: Floor and wall



Chapter VII

WORKING RELATIONSHIPS

SEPAR AT ION OE DECISION-MAKING
All:CHAN ISNIS

171, As i.,..e have said, the educational ob-
jectives of school building - seen in the
widest sense - ill't' to provide the right kinds
of Wilding to suit both the diversity of
schools vihih the current educational sys-
tem needs, and the diversity of educational
mode or method appropriate to each kind of
school in the system; to provide these
schools in the quantity and at the speed re-
quied; and yet at the same time to balance
considerations of "kind", quantity and time
against the equally important one of-accept-
able expenditure. But those who are respon-
sible for financial planning, (and determine
global budgets) are different people with a
different official role or iAatus from the
educational planners (concerned with the
time, quantity and structural needs of the
educational system), and similar differences
exist between the educaticro ',its who teach or
direct teaching in each type f school and
the architects and others esponsible for
design, If all considerations are to be ba-
lanced, it is not sufficient for an element
responsible for one of these functions to per-
form\ its function separately; all four ele-
rnents - financial planners, educational
planners, "classroom educationists" and
designers - need to work together, to co-
operate, with no other objective than to
strike the balance required, In short they
must have the right working relationship,
172. The official 1;tatus of each element arid
mow it relates with the othe!, varies from
one country to another according to the gov-
ernmental ;trm..iture within which it operates.
In some countries all elements are predorni%
nanny central government mechanisms,
(e. g. Erance), in other n local (e. g. the
Vnited States) or sOrnekind of niixture of the
two (e. g. Sweden, the United Kingdom), In
sorne the financial and educational planning
arc centralised while responsibility for edu-
cational briefing and design are local, Or,
as yet another alternative, national financial
plarming,has to be reconciled with both local
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financial and local educational planning
(England and Wales). Similarly educational
briefing may be centralised while design is
localised or both may be either central or
local, while in some cases a middle regional
element alsb intervenes, Thus the problems
of establishing a satisfactory working rela-
tionship between the elements concerned can
be of formidable dimensions,
173, A solution to these problems is needed
whether industrialised building is used or
riot; but it is emphasised here for two
reasons, First, ventures in industrialised
building can fail for want of one, rather than
because of disadvantages inherent in indus-
trialised building itself, Secondly, in the
case of industrialised building-the links be-
tween all the decision-making elements are
more complicated, since not only have the
individual buildings to be designed, but the
standard system also'; Comment on failures
of communication in any particular example
would riot be constructive unless made by
nationals of the country in question, since
only they can hope to be familiar enough
with the institutional niceties,, national leg-
islation and practice which must be-'taken
into account, Nevertheless, the study sug-
gests that all countries need to look critical-
ly at how well"the decision-making elements

'inter-relate co-operatively, since failures
in communication between them are the chief
obstacle when school building fails to meet
the multiple objectives of quality, quantity
arid cost, The main.purpose of this chapter
is to provide a barrio for ouch a critical re-,
view,

NEED F911 SY'N'rIIESISING MECHANISMS

174, Central to the whole patter of deci-
sion-making, and equally importan as finan-
cial and educational planning, is the ed to
endure that therbuilding7rovided by in-
dustrialised system are right" for the tdu'
rational purposes they are intended to m rye.
Yet hardly any country has instituted a
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completely satisfactory mechanism for iden-
tifying and communicating the educational
brief insofar as "classroom educationists"
are concerned - that is to say, those who
work in the schools themselves and for
whom the building and the environment it
provides are as much essential tools as
books or Other learning material.
175. Here the fact must be faced that for
any one system there are many individual
buildings, usually as many building design-
ers, and even more educationists. Educa-
tionists,' for their part, have particular dif-
ficulty in forming a collective view on their
requirernents respecting the built environ-
ment (1). This suggests the need for some
kind of synthesising mechanism comprised
of leading educationists, who may not neces-
sarily themselves be engaged in teaching,
but who have Wide experience and familiar-
ity with current educational practice and its

imply for physical accomodatic n, with suf-
ficient

needs, and who ran di scern what ose needS
m

ficient insight to be able to collaborate with
designers in formulating a brief. Clearly,
however, such collaborative brief- formula-
tion is irnpraLtical whcfe many individual
buildings have to be desirrn (1, each of them ,
by a different designer or d sign team.

. Thus there is an equal need i a counter-
part synthesising mechanism comprised of
designer's able to give a similar lead by vir-
tue of their own extensiN:0 experience of and
familiarity with school building problluns.
17(1. When-these two mecharUsms operate
together they are able to formulate a brief
for an individual building or for individual
buildings, each of which can represent a
new point of departure in educational build-
ing development arul,which can reveal the ,
critria whicir Wilding systurns must meet.
When a rauniwr of buildings have been -
erected in the system, these two synthesis-
ing mechanisms can again work together in
examining the results and in identifying new
criteria or changed oriteria which sub:4e- ev.

quest modificationo or subsequent systems
should meet. In combination they constitute
in effect what can I(' Called an "educational-
development group, because it is a group

.)which sets new developments in train.

,1) see also:
Pe&rson, Op. it,
Ader, op, cit.
Informarion Leaflet No, 7, "Teachers
and School Buildifig", by f3irr,r
Programme on Educational 13 ilc1 g,
OECD, Paris, December 197 1
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177, The design synthesisers are of course
those who can by virtue of their experience
as building designers best collaborate with
the system designers. When they do so,
they constitute, with the system designers,
what might be described as a "system deve-
lopment group". But if they are properly
to perform their function in this respect
they must also maintain steady and clear
communications with the individual design-
ers who design the bulk of individual build-
ings produced,

SOME EXAMPLES OF SYNTHESISING
MECHANISMS

178, No case has been noticed Where edu-
cational synthesisers form a separate group
operating wholly independently from a cor-
responding group of designers. This is
hardly surprising, since educationists on
their own are unaccustomed to thinking com-
prehensively about the total physical envi-
ronment they need: they tend to see it,in
terms of piecemeal 1 ipovements over what,
they are already used existing schools.
Such piecemeal improvernent is certainly
not worthless, indeed many advances in

' schoolbuilding originate in improvements
which practising teachers have introdaced
themselves into the buildings they occupy.
But when teachers can be assisted by archi-
tects in a collaborative effort they recognise
new possibilities which unaided they can not
imagine, s) that a dialogue then develops
between educationist and architect and the
proposals eventually made for building re-
Suit from a continuing exchange of ideas in
the course of this dialogue.
179, The clearest example of collaboration
between synthesising educationists and de-
signerSiS found in some of the English local
authorities, 'The educational branch of these
authorities; includes .a number of "educa-
tional adviserti" whose main function is to
keep in touch with,educational devylopinentn
Originating in schools administeredboth by
their own authority and by others, and to
ensure that the pr,actising teachers whom
they advise are made aware of them as soon
as possible. In, performing this function
they themselves harvest ideas from the
teachers and are thus in an ideal position
for knowing, or at least for recognising,
any needs or problenc, relating to buildings
and equipment,
180. In each of these authorities the edu-
cational bran'cli has a counterpart in an
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.architects branch responsible 'or the design
of all school buildings and otheku buildings
which 'tie authority requires, uNlialing
community fal.ilities such as you h clubs,
public libraries, sports 1)ii,11s, li e stations
et al. The annual volume tif work that an
iTiTTTitccts` branch-of this land will until:a:-
take is large enough to demand the effoPt
of perhaps six to a doizeti or more design
goutp-,, each of .+.1iich would be the equiva-
lent of %%hat in man: countries would be an
individual private arc hite(tural practice.
But, t.% ile IVie-i the I at to l .% (c11,!-; for a wide va-
riety of clients on a wide variety of projects,
these groule-, work for only one, acid most
of them work mainly on school buildings,
IA ith the result that they roust, as it %ve.re,

11,e %%itti their mistakes , and consequently
ran easily apply to subsequent designs the
It-,!-;()ti--, learned by e.aluatiti..! earlier ones.
181. ir making these evaluations and apply-
ing the le-,sons learned each group ran rely
on the close collaboration of the educational
advisors described in paragraph 179 abo.,,e.
11()%teer, when changing, educational requi-
r einents point to the need for. new develop-
ments Ill hit i 1(litiv, the extra design time
needed means that these nett developmentm
can rum be eKplored by all groups at once.
One group must, Aith the educational advi-
sers on hand, constitute the (le.ell'Iiirietit
group, setting a lead for the others to follow.
But because all groups are part of the same
organisation and..communications flow easily
and naturally between them, the development
f!voilit can synthesise the view and test the
eactions of the ()the A and quickly pass on
to them its own experience and conclusions.
182. The model just described, reflects,
however, an institutional arrangement. pe-
culiar to the United Kingdom. In most 1Vlein-

, ber countries public tiuttioritiesllo not enjoy
the same service from highly qualified and
skilled public arc hitects. This need not,
however, constitute arc insuperable obstacle
to successful educationist:architect collabo-
ration as the example of SANISIX'Al' in Sweden

..... bar; shown. Ih this; example a group id' inno-
vating eilurativnistt; of the lIaltic6 education
authority wol:ed together in the same way
With a corresponding group of private archi-
tects arid this collaboration has been sus-.
tabled thotighout a period of systematic eva-
luation of the resulting; schools and school
buil(linf,,s. FYNSPLAN and ("ROCS re-
pesent sitnilar arrangements, but with less
emphasis-On educational innovation.

183, The example cif SAIVISKAP has; not,
however, been widely followed, if at all, by
other Swedish educational authorities, prob-
ably because the twijority are, ctunparatively

a
small and have no educational building pro-
gramme sustained over an extended period
of years. And as far as the United Kingdom.
is conrerned care has been taken to speak
only of somedocal authorities since not all
follow the practice desrilirl, a practice
which is entirely at the discretion of local
autonom-and subject to no kind Of legisla-
tive sanction. Thais neither of the examples
so fa-r quoted succeed in synthesising edva-
tional and design practice at more than a
local level. To illustrate how the synthesis '

can be taken further, to a national level, an
English example must again be cited,

CENTliAl./1',OCAL I.1 \KS

184,.. The local educational advisors of
English education authorities have a counter -
part in the sic-called lwThectors of the na-
tional schbols inspectorate. Oiginating in
thC. 19th century as watchdogs charged with
ensuring that local education auttioitivos
carried out the functions imposed on tout'

law, the inspectorate, while still p&YIng,
the same nominal role, now plays much more
the role of advisor, ere.airing that practising
teachers and their local authority advisers
are aware of new !ducational thinking and
emerging education, needs, arid acting, 'as
it were, as talent-so ; on the look-out
for effective learning me thods introduced by
innovating practising te.r chers. From these.
Inspec tors, of' whom tyre are several
hurWed, a small nuns e (never more than
two or three) have be(llogiven the special
responsibility of synthesising an educational
view with respect to building needs,
185, Likewise, the."(levelopment groups"
of some local authorities have their national
counterpart in the Architects and Building
Branch of the Central Department (i.e. Min-
istry) of Education and Science (I)ES),
Whenever the Inspectors discern, tutiw edu-
cational -development-which Clertlallth; a C01--
responding building 'development they colla-
borate with their architectural colleagues
to develop a new brief and to build a new
school building which represents a new point
of departure from which other development
can fallo as the result of further initiatives
by the local authorities themselves, And by
means of written publications, personal con-
tacts, and the example of the development
project itself, the Inspectorate encourager;
the ,c further local initiatives to he taken by
hoth lojeal educationists and local authority
ar'chitec'ts;, - Furthermore, the Inspectorate
effort is parallelled by a himila effort .on



...

`th part-of the I)ES Arc..hitects arid Iluilding 1112, Pt rhaps lieu ause ((f the historical pre- `1=4.,..
Ilratic h Leh) has the fluty of encouragnig, its rolent jin=l-t-tinentioned, sub5-;equent initiatives

. local «nirgrparts to undertake further de- have also been taken mainly by ai chitects.
velopment tshich Mite the centrally-designed It %VIII-, a r,11)111) td. a 1'011 ttrtr, %VII() firs;( 1)(,111td
fie,. 42 ll)plillIlt 1/1),It(' I :Pn hill' point of depict'- ()Lit to the Law-tallow education authority
ture. .1.1it, result!, are then continuously (Stvitzerbiti(1) thItt advantage could follov, if
evaluated, fed hack into the !.y stein of 14,l'ill a tvliolt. investment prowl-amine of telt' nv.
central tommunitation and lead cventually fchools well to use an industrialised buiid-
to furthofr development projects, In this ig sy!..tein desig,ned for tl purpose,. And it
%val .! tlar c entrttl goveriunent institution acts \vat; the same group of architects v.tio for V
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ESSENTIAL T(.) SYSTENI 1)EVE1.()PNIEN'I' authorities to develop industrialised building

methods, it.wits it consortium of architect!.;
and engineers who underto(4, both the 0.;.,":;tV111

12(i \o example tuts come to attention of development and the investigation of educa-
iLti were 'y other than central government for tional needs, The Study of Eolticatifonlal Va-
;ytittiesisi.tig local initiatives in respect of cilitie!, (SEE) (I'll which an industrialp,vol

educational development, but reference %%111 building system was eventually. basool vat.
litter be made to an example %%here voluntat' .aga.tu the result of an ititttative made by
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authorities occurs v.ith re,spect to sy.stein School Iloard,
devolopinent; and there !-",4.1./11`-i nu l'tatA,11 Why
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resting historical taut, the first initiative!, architect,
for "educiitional development" (in the (...ol'itiii,_ 190. In cit!.e!, when the (due ationi!.1 lia!, notation to it given here), were made MO by
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. architect ha!, found the edtio ati,m1,,t ..,, ...iil.noment p., in,coricivable without trie support ()I and uncertain about hi,, reopilienicn!.. thatan educational olvvelopment mechanism. the resultinr !,,,-,tein inity,itrip.c.!, pt.,.....ion



for future change at thg: expense of the real
needs of the present. -When, unowever, the
educationist has played a positive and crea-
tive role in the educational deVelopment,
'Present needs are made precise With Out
overlooking the implications of possible
changes in the future. To elaborate further
on the genuine need to take account of
change would obscure the main argument of
this chapter, and the subject is-one which
is dealt with in a forthcoming PEB report (1) 4

LINKS BETWEEN EDUCATIONAL AND
SYSTEM/'DEVELOPMENT

191. Because educational development
work is so indispensible for satigfactory
system develornnent, there i an obvious
need for the strongest possink.links between,
the two. Both of the development groups
concerned can', of course, contain the same

ift designers;oa.nd indeed this was the case
with the 1948 Hertfordshire system. In

Jthat case no linking mechanism is needed.
This represents an ideal, and is an ideal
which is attainable,so long as educational
development and 'system development can be

--discharged by the same mechanism either
centrally°or locally.
192. There is, however, a barrier to this
ideal. Where a number of school building
agencies use the same systeni in different
local conditions, and when each enjoys a ,
measure of autonomy there may be as many
educational development groups as there
are agencies, but only one 'system develop-
ment group. Even where the main lines of
educational development are undertaken
centrally (either by central government as
in England, or in the hypothetical case of a
single educational development group set up
on behalf of a nuntber of agencies) some
educational development will probably still
occur locally to cater for lo,c9.1 conditions.
This is again the case in Eng-land, so that a

scription of the liulng mechanisms there
m y have some value to other countries
where local autonomy is a feature of the
institutional structure.
193. As mentioned in Chapter VI (Pro-
curement - Purchase and Supply) English
local authorities using thesame sy m

-constitute a consortium to th sys-
tem. A single system develorrnent g oup

1) Providing for Future Change: Ad tability
and Flexibility in School Buildi g,
op, cit.
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serves the whole consortium. Local educa-
tional development work however is under-,
taken by the education branch of each author-
ity, in collaboratign with the architects'
branch. The chief architects of each author-
ity constitute,a development steering com-
mittee, meeting the system development
group at regular iniervals and deciding with
them what modificagtions are needed\to the
system to cater for newly-emerging require-

"merits including educational requirements
identified by the collabo*tion just referred
to. Under this arrangement -it is reasonable
to assume that those local authorities who
put Most effort into their own educational
development work are most able, as a re-
sult, to influence the system development.,
But the criticism can be made that educa-
tional influences on system development are
exerted only obliquely, through the archi-
tects, rather than directly by,educationists
themselves.
194. In drawing attention to this example
we must point out that, in the case of CLASP,
which is the oldest of the consortia covered
by our study, the systempre-dated the con-
sortium, It was originated by one local
authority, Nottinghamshire, which then in-
vited other authorities to join it in order to
offer more attractive orders to producers.
As a result the systen; development group
remains most closely, associated with
Nottingham. When, with central g,Q_vernment
encourager east, other consortia wert
formed, they tended to follow the CLASP
precedent when one df the authorities as-
sumed a c astral responsibility for d velop-
ing the orginal system, albeit in en sulta-
tion wi its partners.

LINKS BETWEEN SYSTEM DESIGNERS
AND BUILDING DESIGNERS \\

195. It is important to distinguish clearly
between systems designers and building de
signers. Individuals or teams of designers
may have the expertise to be both, but they
are never both simultaneously and the ob-
jectives and emphasis of their work differ
according to which role they are playing.
The system designer is primarily concerned
to 'design a system which maximises oppora
tunities of production while minimising the
limitations on built form which the systein
imposes. In the previous chapter we have
emphasised the dose relationship which the
system designer must have with the producer
in ordejr to maximise production opportuni-
ties. But unless he is also responsible for



the building design he must have an_equally
close relationship with the building designer.
In the 'cases where building designers have
resisted the use of industrialised building
systems this close relationship has not been
established. When'the building designers
are not responsible for the system design
their reaction to the system need to be
synthesieed and comm ated to the system
designers, o

191i. The primary concern of the building.
designer is, or should be, to maxiMise the
opportunities for education while 46I-king
within the constraints of cost and the limi-
tations of the system, fie therefore needs
to exert a pressure on the system designer
to reduce those limitations by diversifying
the system, just as he himself is under,
pressure from the educationist to maximise
the educational opportunities. On the other
hand he needs to be well aware of the cost
disbenefits which will result from a demand
'for too many rarely Used variants within
the^ range of variants the system offers. So
he must listen to the'sy. stern designer as
well as influence hiin.
197. In the cases of CROCS ancl.FYNS-
PLAN this sympathy was assured since the
sarrie organisations performed both roles.
The same applies to FEAL wiln the firm
contracts on a design-and-build basis,
When FEAL contracts to a design produced
b3rlanother -organisation it modifies the ori-
ginal design when the system so demands
and when special variants within the system
can not remove the need for Modification.
'In short while the original design may be by
another, the fina' design which is the one
determining cost - is FEAL; so that FEAL
is net, inthe end, different from The other
two case's.
198. From this it may appear that close
communications between system a
cific buil-ding designers are not partic,ularly

problem. However, in both CROCS and
FYNSPLAN no more buildings were'built in
the respeCtive system than the system de-
sign group itself could comfortably handle,
whereas when a sS'stem is extensively used
the reverse is the case, And with FEAL
and tike French examples none of Vie requi-
rements have bpen complex enough to bring
the limitations of the system into sharp
conflict with the aims of the specific build-
ing designer. But where educational re-
quirements aye complex, when the pres-
sures they create push hard against cost'
ceiling:!;, and when the architect is strug-
gling to conjure the best compromise from
the variables at his disposal (see apter V,
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paragiaphs 118 to 120) than a sharp con-
flict can arise. It then <becomes even more
important that system designers and build
ing designers shouldbe able to influence,
and to listen to, each other,
199. That the SEF system of Toronto'has
not been widely used is due to several fac-
tors not all of which reflect shortcomings
of the system or or the supply and contract-
ing methods associated with it. But ofpe of
these factors is that so many specific build-
ing designers disliked the system and Be-
lieved they could'produce better results by-a
alternative methods. A major English con-
sortium MACE has also run into difficulties
with similar syniptorns. Some of the reac-
tion of individual designers against systems
is no doubt emotional and stems from a fear
that systems win cramp their individual..
architectural style.. While such fears may
in some cases reflect an unjustifiable
tism we can see, nevertheless, that real
dangers can arise if the designers of sys-
tems lose touch with the design of specific
buildings to the extent that they concentrate
too exclusively on meeting technological
requirements of production, on means rather
than on ends. There is some evidence that
even the strongest advocates of system
buildin'g are now complaining that systems
which they admired in earlier versions are
tending, in the latest stage of development,
to suffer from this defect. This suggests
that not only shduld thp strongest links be
maintained between system designers and
specific building designers but that the ,
former should periodically exchange roles
with the latter.
200. Brba,dly speaking there are two main.'
instances whereby system designers are
unavoidably separate people,, working in
separate organisations, from the designers
of individual buildings. The first is where
sys em designers are incorporated into a
pri to or commercial systems agency,
while designers of individual buildings are
answe able, either as public employees or -
as private practitioners, to a public sector
school building agency, of course, is
inevitable with private systems e'xcept where
the vsterns agency op'ecates a "package,
deal' The second instance is that N. the
English consortia, in which each of a,num-
ber of school buildingagencies employs its
own architects (and with them may combine
iteducational advisers in an "educational
development group"), but where a single
-system development group serves the whole
consortium, (Reference has been made to
this in paragraph 193, which has shown how
links are mainta ed with local educational



developMent groups through the medium of
a committee containing the chief architects
of each school building agency. Because
each chief architect is also in close touch
with individual architects on his .staff, a
link mechanism exists which is as strong as
the individualS concerned care to make it.)

CONTINUITY OF EXPERIENCE AMONG
PRIVATE ARCHITECTS

201. If, in the light of this report, any
country seeks to promote a centrally-
developed system; either nationally or re-
gionally - as in the case of the English con,
Sortia or the Toronto SEP - then the English
model may be one which is tempting to fol-
low. But here a note of caution must be
sounded. The public authority architects
departments which are peculiar to the
United Kingdom have acquired a long ex-
perience of educational building and -already
enjoyed the benefits of this long experience
before delegating system`development to
separate development groups - themselves
composecrof architects very familiar with
educational building needs. As a conse-
quence, even though the persdnnel of these
departments change employment from time
to time, some moving into and others.out of
general private practice, each department
as a collective sustains a well-informed
attitude to educational building. Further-
more, in the English case, the central
government Department of/Education and
Science has, since 1948, co-operafed, close-
ly with local authorities in technical as
Well as in educational development and has
therefore further strengthened continuity of
development and co-ordination of-'effort.
202. The position is very different in
countries-where the bulk of architectural
work is carried out by general private prac-
tice. If the English model were to be adapt-
ed to such countries it would seem desir-
able to ensure that :`

a) selected general practices be
given a sustained programme of
school building commissions so
that they can become familiar
with the special requirements of
education and also with the indus-
trialised building system adopted;

b) arrangements' be made to co-
ordinate the selected practices
and synthesise their collective
view on matters relating to sys-

, tun development;
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c) further arrangements be made to
facilitate an exchange of personnel
between the practices and the sys-
tem development group.

o

LINKS BETWEEN SYSTEM AGENCIES,
BUILDERS AND COMPONENT

PRODUCERS

203. A further distinction must now be
made, that between system agenies and
system builders. Sometimes thl same orga-
nisation doubles in the two vole's( but each
role remains distinguishable. The first is
to design the system and organise the pro-
duction and supply qf interrelated compo-
nents, the second tO organise the assembly
of -the components in specific individual
buildings - the role, in fact, of the tradi-
tional building contractor. Now if these two
functions are discharged, as they often- are,
by separate organisations, the building de-
signer is again a link, since he must take
account of the constraints imposed not only
by the system on the design but also of the
constraints of assembly, some of which are
also imposed by the system. If the building
contractor finds the latter too inconvenient
the most natural means of communication
to the system designer (who may be able to
lighten them) is through the building de-
signer. Unless a special effort is made by
the system designer to secure feedback
direct from the contractor, those building
designers who work in an educational devel-
opment group seem best placed to perform
effectively in this linking role.
204. In saying that the role of a system
agency is to organise the production of inter-
related components We have recognised that
an agency may not produce all components,
nor indeed, even a single component.
Among the examples studied are some where
the system agency is simply a commercial
enterprise which finds it profitable to per-
suade separate component producers to
make their products conform to each other
in accordance with the standard interrela-
tionships of the agency's system; and which
exercises this persuasion by marketing
each component-as part of a co-ordinated
package. In many cases the system agency
may have a staple product or range of pro-
ducts for which it can find a wider market
outlet by organising the production by,other
enterprises of other components co-
ordinated with its own. Alternatively the
system may be produced by a building con-
tractor wishing to minimise the use of site

vp*



labour and to whom component or sub-
system contractors then sub-c'ontract, And
as a further alternative designers of indi-, vidual buildings may see an advantage both
to-themselves and to th,eir clients in de-
signing a system and then find, like the com-
mercial enterprise or the building contrac-
tor, that they must also assume the role of
system agency, Finally examples have been
found of combinations between, fqr example
building designers and contractors, contrac-
tors and staple product pr?ducers, or sta-
ple producers and building designers.
205,0 In all these alternatives the system
designer is, of course, indispensible, as is
the component designer, so that again the
inter-relation must be so close that the one
designer may play a double role. But be-
calthe the system designer is inevitably part
of the system agency (see previous chapter)
and the component designer - if a separate
person - part of a production' organisation,
the essential decision-making mechanisnis
to be linked are those of the system agency
and the component producers.

LOCATION OF,DECISION-MAKING
'` MECHANISMS

206. At the start of this chapter four kinds
of decision-maker were mentioned = finan-
cial planners, educational planners, educa-
tionists and designers . ihIt will now be appa-
rent, however, that the multiplicity of edu-
cationists and designers points to a rather
more complex categorisation:

a) Financial planners
a) and b) co-operating on output/

expenditure planning (Chapter V).
b) Educational planners

b) Co-operating with c-) and d) to
determine overall educational
needs and how to meet them in
terms of school location and

c) Development educationists
d) Development project designers

c) and d) co-operating on develop-
ment projects (paragraphs 174 to
177),

e) System designers in system agencies,
e) co-operating with d) to ensure

compatibility with "right" kind
cost and quality of individual
buildings; and with f) to maximise
use of production expertise,

f) Component designers/producers.

207. It may at first sight appear that com-
munications would flow most freely if all
decision-making elements referregl, tO,
belonged to the same oronisation. But this
is tq overlook the fact that this would only
be possible if the organisation were very,
large and that large organisations are com-
pelled to break themselves doh into sub-
organisations., Furtherthore In all real
cases some decisions are taken by one mech-
anism and some by another according
tb the scale or magnitude of the decision
which ranges from national or regional is-
sues, such as those affecting the overall
budget, to local issues affecting an indivi-
dual school;, the ).),uilding provided for it andtthe activities of the teachers and pupils be-
longing to it. S le of decision is'also re-
flected in frequency of decision; for exam-
ple over a given period of time only one na-
tional or regional educational plan has to be
decided, whereas many individual schools,
each in an individual location, have to be
built. It is this frequency of decision-
making which seems to point most clearlyt .

to the mechanisms with which each area of
decision needs to be most closely identified, -

The following diagra.rn therefore shows the
six mechanisms grouped in three overlap-
ping sets, in descending order from first to
third according to the frequency of decision
made.

208. Ttie most frequent decisions are
those that have to be-taken on many indivi-
dual schools, and it is these that are most
affected by the. building system. It is also
the frequent evaluation of experience from
such schools that should affect the develop-
ment of the system itself. The development
educationists and project designers are the
synthesising mechanisms in the flow of com-
munications between the system designers
and the many educationists' and designers
associated with the individual schools. Thus
these three underlined elements constitute
the first order set, Since one system serves
many buildings, system agencies (including, their designers) and component producers
are concerned with more far - 'reaching but
less frequent decisions, and so are placed
in the second order set. Financial and edu-
cational planners are concerned with deci-
sions which are even more far-reaching in
their importance, since they are likely to
affect more than one system, but which,
beipg by 'their nature long-term, are, less
frequent. But In reaching their decisions
the planners need to take account of the
practical ways and means by which plans.
can be' carried out, ways and means which
it is the function of the development educa-
tionists and designers to explore. Thus
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1st ORDER SET

Decisions affecting and
affected by individual
school buildings and
the educationists and
designers associated
with.eaoh of them

Financial planners

Educational planners

System agencies including
system designers

Component producers

r-
1

Development
educationists

Development
project designers

3rd ORDER SET

Major long term decisions related to
output/ expenditure planning
1

they are grouped with the two latter ele-
ments in'a third der set.
209. Now if it can be assumed that commu-
nications are easier Within a single organi-
sation (subject to the size limitation already,
mentioned) than between two or more orga-
nisations, it can be seen that if all three
elements in the first order set can belong to
a single organisation then, not only do they
enjoy a greater facility for communication
with each other but the organisation itself
belongs to the other two sets and can speak
with a single voice to the elements they con-.
tain. Such an arrangement, however, is
not always consistent with government struc-
tures, so thaf'a second preference is to con-
tain the development educationists and pro-
ject designers is one organisation (indicated
by a broken line in the, 'Set diagram) and the
system agency and its designers in another.
Variations on this second preference have
already been referred to in the United King-
dom examples discussed in paragraphs 191
to 193. But if the second preference is the
best of the options open then it is imperative
between the two organisations; and wherever
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2nd ORDER SET

Decisions about
design and
production of
systeM and its
periodic revision."

to maintain frequent and open consultation
institutional necessity separates any of the
six elements from another the consultation
must remain equally open and as frequent
as the periodicity of the relevant decisions
demands,

210, The following table shows in sim-
plified outline the relationships possible
between decision elements and organisations
depending on the governmental Eitructure of
the country concerned, An "0" shows the
organisational situation possible for any
element, For example, systeM agencies
may be situated in either a Ministry of Edu-
cation or a Ministry of Public Works, in a
local school building agency or in a private
enterprise, Educational or financial plan-
ning may be functions discharged in a cen-
tral ministry or ministries or at local level
and so on
211, From the table it will appear that the
first preference for containing in a single
organisation the three elements of develop-
ment educationists, development project de-
signers and system designers, can be met
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* Whichever organisation enters into contracts with builders is the school building agency.
Regional organisations intermediate between central and local govqrnment are ignored for
the sake of simplicity-, but'this does not affect the principles of communication under dis-cussion.

Notes:
1) The Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Economic Planning may often be combined

in one
2) Where local government spends funds provided by central government, the Ministry of

Education inay allocate to each local mechanisin its portion of the total fund allocated
for education by another ministry. To thiS extent it performs a financial planning func-

'tion.
3) Where building is solely the responsibility of a central public building ministry, the

Ministry of Finance usually determines the building budget. In this case it Is essential
that the Ministry of Education should have a voice in how the total is allocated to indivi-
dual building ptojects, Both Building and Education Ministries then perform a financial
planning function.

4) A local authority disposing of a total budget has a financial planning function in appor-
tioning it to individual building projects. In discharging this financial planning function
it may be either autonomous or subject to central government approval. At the scale
on which local authorities operate little difficulty seems to arise in ensuring adequate .
communications between the financial, educational and building branches.

5) Even if not autonomous a local authority may need to make detailed local forecasts of
educational requirements within the overall strategy of central educational planning.

13) Its is, of course, quite possible that the development project designers may he profes-
sionals practiging in the private sector; but to discharge the development function they
will be commissioned by some government organisation, central or local

f;$'



by one organisation alone, namely a Minis-
ty.Of Edui atmn. tnless the volume of
school buildiniz undertaken by region:I. o'r
local atithoriturs is large enough-to provide
the minimum level of ()inlets to attract pro-

. (hirers, there is little doubt.thata Ministry
f i;ducation is the best situation for the

three most important elements, liut if the
reverse applies, then a local government
school building agency would be equally
suitable, provided that the Education Ilranch
in the table (containing the development edu-
cationists) and the Building Branch are both
contained within the one school building
ar,ency
212 If the second preference is the only
option (pen, then the table shows that
system agency serving many local school
building agencies could be located, either
In one of the local organisations, or in a
central Ministry. of Education or' Public
Works, or in one of the private enterprises

II, lint in these cases where would the
development educationists and designers be,
situated it they are not to be or

separated from each other? The ques-
tion is itself enough to show that the number
irf effective alternatives is very small. :\nd
if the s agency is in a private enter-
prise it seems likely that communications
%till then be more dipcult with the develop-
ment project educationists and designer's,
;;ho ran only be brought together in one of
the public organisations,

htl
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213. To conclude the main part of this re-
port it may be observed that the issues of
industrialised building are by no means con-
fined to technological considerations of what
building components can best"be standard-
ised in their form and inter-relationships.
Important though these technological coni-si-
derationS are, they can not be separated'
from the educational requirements that each
industriali,,ed building must meet both now
and in the future. Nor can they be separated
front the 14hquirements of planned production
o' from problems of demand forecasting,
from 'financing and purchasing arrangements,
or, its the present chapter has shown, from
the flow of communications between all par-
ticipants in the decision-making processes
involved, In short,, the economical produc-
tion of good educational buildings in quan-
tity demands that education itself, educa-
tional idanning, building technology, procu-
rement processes and institutional arrange-
ments constauty together a network of inter-

iiitCd issues which always need to be con-
sidered together as a totality - as a larger
system within which building systems are
confainpl. In this respect educational build-
ing trt7Jd not he seen as more difficult to
manage or more pv.**.uliar than building for
other purposes. On the contrary, it repre-
sents a convenient arid comparatively easily-
handled modet'which deserves attention from
anyone concerned with wider issues of pro- c,

viding it total built environment in response
to social, economic and cultural needs,



Chapter viii

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

CHARACTERISTICS OF INDUSTRIALISED
BUILDING (CHAPTER II)

214. Virtually all modern building is indus-trialised in as much as many site processes
are mechanised and many factory produced
components and materials are used, If in-
dustrialised methods are to be separately
distinguished from the generality of build=ing practice it is in their use of pre-
determined standard systems or sub-
systems of mutually compatible pre-
fabricated standard components to an ex-
tent where they impose the major limita-tion on alternative forms.
2151,' Systems vary widely in the liinita-
tions they impose. But many schools built
in standard systems are at least as good,
aesthetically and functionally, as those
built by alternative methods. Thus the li-mitations of a well-conceived system need
in no way restrict the production of build-
ings of desirable kind or quality.

BENEFITS AND DANGERS
(CHAPTER III)

218. The prime justification for the use of
ustrialised building systems is the inabil-

ity of,the building industry to meet demand
with them, Thus the first benefit from the
use of industrialised building systems is
the extension of the building industry's po-tential,
217. Coot comparisons of industrialised
with alternative methods are made unreli-
able, partly by difficulties of comparing
like with like, and by the fact that where
the former have been widely used they have
displaced the latter, Circumstantial evi-
dence shows that the cost advantage varies
from one 'system to another, but that if cost
benefits are to result certain conditions
must be.met by the arrangements made for
the purchase and supply of school buildings.
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218. Sa ngs in construction time o/er the
use of alte 'native methods reflect the ex-
tent to whic the building industry is over-
loaded; but t (Mg dueoaccount of this the
savings in con tuction time made by some
systems are sit, lificant. Like cost savings
they are depender ) tly on the character-
istics of the systern and l artly on purchase
and supply arrangements.
219. Savings in the time needed for deci-
sion-making prior to the s art of construc-
tion represent a major benefit obtainable
from the use of standard systems.

The use of standard systems means
that quality and cost control is easier toassure. In offering this benefit industrial-
ised building systems come nearest to offer-
ing one of the major benefits Which con-
sumers in general enjoy from industrialised
production: that goods are not only in ready
supply but reliable and consistent and can
be sampled and evaluated before being pur-
chased at firm prices declared beforehand.
221. The effectiveness of standard systems
may be increased by but is not dependent on
bulk purchase. But the use of a standard
building system facilitates the operation of
bulk purchase arrangements which can lead.
to financial savings.
222. The pressures for industrialised
building systems to replace alternative
triodes Of. building remain strong and possi-
bly inexorable. In this lies the danger that
school construction, being a relatively
small section of the building market as a
whole, may find its own special require-
ments increasingly difficult to meet. Thin

danger can be averted if these special re-
quirements are clearly identified and made
known to interested producers.

RIGHT RIND OF SCHOOL BUILDING
(CHAPTER IV)

223. The requirements special to school
building vary according to the nature and
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pattern of the educational activities which
have to be ac mininoidated. The range and
do; e r.,;1 ty of these activities 1/1Cease as
education departs fi.orn the traditional
starting point of simple expository instruc-
tion, As the diversity increases so does
the diversity of environments which a stand-
ard system must be able to provide,
224, A building system is only as good as
the buildings which its limitations allow to
be built, So the most thorough investiga-
tion of its capabilities is needed before a
system is chosen: or if a new system is to
be! designed an equally thorough investiga-
tion is needed of all the educational require-
ments it will have to meet,
225. The simpler the educational require-
rnE the greater the limitations which can
be accepted and provided all sites are flat,
or nearly so, this sinTlicity may even al
low for some form of standard plan" which
will in turn allow the system to be simpli-
fied still further,
226. Even; where current educational equi-
rements demand no more than a very limit-
ing system or even a standard plan, great
caution is needed before accepting, such li-
mitations since they are likely to militate
against meeting the needs of future change.
227. A capacity to meet the needs of future
change is an important criterion in all
school buildings, But in meeting these fu-
ture needs, diversity (if educational environ -
M Via in the original building is more impo-
tant than large spans or relocatable parti-
tioning or similar devices that facilitate re-
arrangernont of internal spaces, Second to
this diversity the most important criterion
for future adaptation is a building's capacity
to accept additional services for ventilation,
electricity and water supply and drainage.
2211, The design 'of a system must take into
account the extent to which educational cir-
cumstances demand that it shall allow for a
wide range of:

a) horizontal arid vertical dimensions
of individual spaces ranging from
those of the scale found in housing
(staff rooms, seminar rooms) to
those of the scale more usual in
industrial premises (e, g, for phy-
sical education or sports) and in-
cluding, many intermediate scales

. not found in either housing or in-
dustrial premises, nor in office-
type accommodation;

b) overall plan form - in order to in-
tegrate outdoor as...well as indoor

-educational spaces, in order to
-maximise the "fit" between build-
ing and site and in order to ensure
the right inter-relationship be-
tween individual spaces;

cl possible storey heights and inter-
faces between blocks of differing
storey height;

d) lighting (artificial and natural),
acoustics and thermal environ-
ment to suit each educational
activity, all of which may have
several different requirements;

e) servicing provision, especially in
respect of electricity, water sup-
ply and drainage which need to be
more widely dispersed than in
eithe housing or offices and which
pose greater problems of integra-
tion with the structure than in the
case of industrial premises;

f) finishes and fittings, with due
regard to subsequent replacement;

ID alternatives for satisfactory
visual appearance.

NEEDS 01" PLANNED EXPENDITI.PE
AND OUTPUT (CHAPTER V)

220. The design and selection of systems
roust take into account more than the need
to provide the required kinds a d quality of
buildings: they need to have eqval regard
for ensuring that the required kind of build-
ings are produced quickly and cheaply enough
to provide a 'planned quantity within a plan-
ned period of time and within a planned level
of expenditure, in short, to meet the needs
of output/expenditure planning,
230. In practice, output/expenditure plan-.
ning rests on either of two alternative stra-
tegies, namely:

a) Standard Product Strategy, where
the kind and quality of building is
regarded as an immutable constant,,
but output and expenditure are
accepted as variables in the output /-
expenditure plan; or

b) Standard Cost Strategy, which at-
'tempts to maintain a planned ex-
penditure for a planned output, but
within planned limits the quality is
allowed to vary. This is the more
appropriate strategy where educa-
tional practice has become so
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widely diversified in its activities
that cost restraint demands a care-
ful order=ing prefererces.

:;.)31.. According to which strategy is adopted,
the criteria for building Syst(!rns -implied bythe needs of otiput.texpenditure planning
must be added to those implied by the "right
kind and quality of school building'', as fol-lows:

a) 1,Vhere Standard Product Strategy
applies, the system moat be cap-
able of providing schools to stand-
ard designs.

h) in all other cases where a Standard
Cost Strategy applies the following
erriterm must be met:

i) the volumetric increment of the
system should be consistent
with the cost control proce-
dures ivhich apply to build_ ings.
where It is used;
the system should facilitate the
interlocking of facilities,
7f, (7hapter IV, 'paragraph
F03(e) (i), (ii), of dif-
ferent shape, dimension and
crag r'onrrlental rharacte r;

iii) the system should contain a
range of alternatives'eami re-

.. presenting a different grade of
cost-effectiveness;

iv) the cost of the components sup-
plied and assembled should be
known at the design stage;

v) the system should he the domi-
nant determinant of the total
building, cost;

vi) the !--:y-stern should be the domi-
nant determinant in the com-
pletion time of the total build-
ing, and should therefore ac-
count for the key operations on
v;hich other operations depend
for their completion,

232, l'he potential benefit ;; obtainable from
industrialised building systems can only be
realised and the criteria implied both by
educational needs and by output. expenditure
planning can only be met if certain condi-tions are fulfilled. Some of these conditions
relate to the arrangement made for the
financing and purchase and specification ofschool I'M to the working re-
lationships v.'hich are established between
the parties involved in these procurement
a r rang,ernents.

PHOCIIIENIENT AIIIIAN( ;ENIENTS
(citArTEit vi)

.

233, Procurement arrangements heed to
meet conditions which respectively allow
for:

a) identification of current educational
developments and the consequent
range of requirements a building
_system must meet. (See para-
graph 228);

b) recurrent review' of any cost con-
tainment policy associated with the
financing of educational building to
ensure that cost retitraint is not in
conflict with cost- effectiveness,
(No standard system carrhe suc-
cessfully applied if cost restraint
is so harsh that educationally
acceptable buildings can not be
produced by any method at all);

r) modification or development of the
industrialised building system
adopted, as educational, economic
and technological circumstances
chanr,V;

d) offering producers prospects of
MJ:itained sales optimised above
the minimum level needed to cover
capital outlay;

e) individual building starts. to be so
stag,gered as to facilitate an even
flow of component production with
adequate lead time to allow for
prompt deliveries;

f) closest possible integration of de-
sign, production and assembly.

xamphis have been found among the cases
studied whiKh show that all these conditionscan be roe%

234 No example can be found where all
components of a system arc produced by a
single enterprise, so that it is useful to use
the expression system agency" to identify
the organisation which designs the system
arid arranges for the necessary components-
to be prmlu6ed and supplied by component
producers. Integration.of design and pro-
duction under these circumstances demands
collaborative discussion between designer
and producer followed by product trials
leading to modification of decaignn before
they are finalised for full-scale production.
235. Designerilifroducer collaboration is
impractical where many productIrs are in
competition, yet raises difficulties for
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public accountability if a single produi'er
granted a monopoly. Two different strate-
gies have been developed for resolving this

'al the school 1'111141%1w agency puts sys-A
.teins agencies in col with
each other;

b) the school b ding agency assumes
the role sySterris agency and
places inponeflt producers in
compe

236, The fi st of the last-mentioited alter -
native nils itself to "standard product'
cost estraint and thus tends to be limited
in IISPfl.1111tSS to that stage of educational
t.:elopinent <ii,.tiere it standard product is

less likely to inhibit educational practice.
Eh -4.«'.)nd alternative is better .where edu-

ciitional practice has "'cumin. so widely
diversified in its activities that a standard
cost strategy 1s needed.
237, ..\aryIng degrees of monopoly, sotno
tunes rutzatlryg among pvodw.n.i7, for liinited

riod have been used by smile school
building agencies wttlihnt riSI% to overall
competitiv(ness, but only where "standard
cost has been the basis c)f cost restraint.
Attempts to place,cornporient producers 01
(1)111iiet.W.011 1.0 (IV!,;if.1,11 and produce products
satisfying performance specifications
drafted by'syst,ein agency designers have

'1114'1 With 501110. but a major and
complex effort 1!--. needed to apply trns pro-
cedur to all components in a system.

(('HAPTER k II)

230, In order to strile a proper baliince
betv,,een quality, quantity, rate of produc-
tion and acciiitable expen(1iture, (1))A.
111r lelatifirp-,hipr, need to be established be-
tween thy financial planners, ediwational
planners, edticationi!;fli and architects in-

rectly or indirectly
buildnir avern-ter-; in the procurement pro-

:111 countries=; ?wed to look critically
at Iii)%v well these decision-making, elements
interrelate co-operatively,
or tort111111111Cati011 between.thein are the
chief cause when school con!timiction-fails
to ineet the multiple oblecti,.es of quality,
quantity and cost.
139, Satisfactory working relationships,
espe(ially between educationists and archi-
tect!,- are important whatever the method
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of construction used; but their importance
and their complexity are even greater when
a standard system has to be designed (or
selected) as well as individiyil buildings.
240, The common difficulty of educationists
in synthesising their accommodation requi-
rements is best overcome by collaborating
with architects on the design of specific in-.
dividual buildiflgs.. It is by generalised ex-
trapolation from the latter that the criteria
to be met by a standard system call be iden-
tified.
241. The activity has identified throe over-
lapping sets of decision-mal(ing elements lit=;

a).for output/ expenditure planning,:
financial planners, educational
planners, educationists and de-
signei's of individual buildings;

Id for system design: system desicier
(as-part of sy,stein agency) and
.14)1111)(filellt (IPS! 17,11(.1*.'produ('er!,;;

c) for implenientation of buildink'. Pro-
graMille: educationists, building
designers, e6ystein
builders,

242. It can be assumed that, while 0 mana-
geable organisation can not embrace all
these deisiori-midiing eletnents, corriMM11-,
cations and collaboration are easiest between
elements which are withi.ii at single organi-
sation, Analysis of the scale and frequency
of decisions tall ni by each element shows
that, on 411146 assumption, communications
will be optimised if educationists, indivi-
dual building desigm!rs and system de-
signers can be contained within or closely-
associated with the same org,anisation.
Within OW, organisatiorcthe individual build-
ing de5igner!4 are the -link l'etween educa-
tionists and system desig,ners,
designers and educationists must then form
the collaboratiVe link with any separate or
ganisation concerned with output; uxpendi-
ture planning, while building asigners link
with builder!, and system designer!: with
producers.
2-1'3. The badationship model Just described

lint, 1,1%ve,(./,, be strictly followed if the
terin "educationis.ts" is held to include all
those who will teach in the schools to be con-
structed, or if "individual building, de-
signers includes all designers for

leads to the conclusion that edu-
cationist/designer collaboration requires a
synthesising mechanism containing leading
educationists and educationally-specialised
dw;igners and def.Cribed wJ an educational
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develbpment group. It is this group which
should design the individual buildings which
synthesise the needs of the educational de-
velopment desired, and from which the cri-
teria for systems can. be extrapolated (cf,
para'graph 240). This process of extrapola-
tion can best be schieved by collaboration
between designers concerned with educa-
tional deyelopment and those concerned with
system design, the two kinds of designer
thus constituting a teChniCal or systems de-
velopment group.

244. Institutional patterns may unavoidably
require that the two groups are kept sepa-

/
V

'
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rate, even in separate organisations, and
so prevent designers from playing a dual
role in both kinds of development; in that
event every effort is needed to maintain the
strongest possible link between the two
groups and the designers in each should pe-
riodically exchange roles. Where educa-
tional and technical development groups
have approximated most closely to the mod-
el described in paragraph 242 above, the
designers have been public employees, but
there seems no reason why arrangements
having the same effect should not be made
where the bulk of architectural work is
carried out by private practitioner's.
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